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Respondent’s Motion to Dismiss the Petition and Class Action Complaint 

 
The Court should dismiss petitioners’ “Complaint—Class Action for Declaratory 

and Injunctive Relief and Petition for Writs of Habeas Corpus” (Doc. 1) for lack of 

subject matter jurisdiction. As to detainees Anthony Hall and Timothy Brown, Third 

Circuit precedent precludes the use of a petition for writ of habeas corpus under 28 

U.S.C. § 2241. Instead, they must follow the procedures of the Bail Reform Act. Hall has 

filed such a motion and it was denied today by Judge Beetlestone, who presides over his 

criminal proceedings (in an opinion that bars Hall’s personal claim here). As to 

petitioner Myles Hannigan, who is serving his sentence, he may not challenge the 

conditions of his confinement through a § 2241 petition. Instead, he is free to file a 

request with the Bureau of Prisons for compassionate release or home confinement, as 

he has done, and seek any appropriate review of the BOP’s decision.  

In any event, Petitioners cannot establish any violation of their Fifth Amendment 

or Eighth Amendment rights arising out of current conditions at the Federal Detention 

Center (“FDC”). As set forth in detail in the attached declaration of respondent Sean 

Marler, the FDC’s warden, Bureau of Prisons (“BOP”) staff nationwide and at the FDC 
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have taken an escalating series of steps to avoid the transmission of COVID-19 into or 

within the facility. Moreover, BOP case management staff are urgently reviewing all 

inmates to determine which ones meet the criteria established by the Attorney General 

for possible home confinement.  

Even if petitioners could show that the conditions of their confinement are in any 

way unconstitutional, the Prison Litigation Reform Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3626 (“PLRA”), 

expressly precludes any single United States district judge from ordering the release of a 

prisoner based on prison conditions. The PLRA also narrowly circumscribes the 

permissible scope of any injunctive relief or ongoing supervision relating to prison 

conditions, and the relief requested by petitioners is well outside those bounds. Further, 

the petitioners’ allegations of Fifth and Eighth Amendment violations fail to state a 

claim, nor have petitioners exhausted administrative remedies as required by the PLRA. 

Accordingly, the complaint must be dismissed, and certainly no discovery should 

proceed at this time. 

Additionally, the Court should strike petitioners’ class allegations. The 

determination of whether to release a pretrial detainee, presentenced detainee, or 

sentenced inmate to home confinement is uniquely unsuited to class determination, as it 

requires individualized consideration based on the characteristics of the inmate, his 

sentence, and the risk to public safety if he is released. Such a class action would be 

entirely antithetical to criminal law. Petitioners’ unique characteristics show that they 

are not typical or representative of “all current and future pretrial detainees, 
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presentenced detainees, and sentenced inmates in custody at FDC during the course of 

the COVID-19 pandemic.” Pet. ¶ 115. 

The Court should dismiss the petition and leave petitioners free to pursue their 

administrative remedies, or raise appropriate individualized challenges with the judicial 

officer overseeing their criminal proceedings.  

     Respectfully submitted, 
 

Dated: April 20, 2020  
  

 
/s William M. McSwain   
WILLIAM M. McSWAIN 
United States Attorney 
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Assistant United States Attorneys 
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[Proposed] Order 

 
AND NOW this _____ day of ___________________, 2020, upon 

consideration of petitioners’ “Complaint—Class Action for Declaratory and Injunctive 

Relief and Petition for Writs of Habeas Corpus” (Doc. 1) and respondent’s motion to 

dismiss, it is ORDERED that the motion to dismiss is GRANTED. It is FURTHER 

ORDERED that the petition and class-action complaint is dismissed in its entirety for 

lack of subject matter jurisdiction. 

 

BY THE COURT: 
 
 

________________________________ 
HONORABLE ANITA B. BRODY 
Judge, United States District Court  
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I. Introduction 

 This effort by criminal defendants to seek release from prison through a civil 

action, and to direct the management of a prison, is inappropriate and impermissible for 

numerous legal reasons, which will be explored in depth. But first, at this moment of 

great national peril, both this Court and the public deserve to know and can be 

reassured that federal prison officials are taking all steps in their power to fulfill their 

duty both to protect the public and to preserve the health and safety of the inmates in 

their charge. So we begin with an overview of the extraordinary actions the Bureau of 

Prisons has taken in recent months. They bear no relation to the uninformed allegations 

of the petitioners’ complaint. 

 The complaint begins with the assertion that the Federal Detention Center in 

Philadelphia “has been slow—dangerously slow—to adopt the basic life-saving 

precautions that have become familiar parts of life beyond its walls. As of this filing, 

conditions in the FDC remain appallingly hospitable to the spread of COVID-19.” 

Complaint at 1. This is a wholly inaccurate statement. BOP has in fact taken exhaustive 

measures at the FDC to protect inmates and staff against COVID-19, with marked 

success to date. We appreciate that COVID-19 is an insidious infectious disease, and that 

it may enter the prison and indeed any facility at any time. But it is fair at this point, six 

weeks into the crisis, to pause to recognize and commend the work that BOP has done. 

As of this writing, there are 9,214 documented cases of COVID-19 in the City of 

Philadelphia, with, sadly, 365 deaths. As there are approximately 1.6 million residents of 

the city; that is an incidence rate of approximately 1 of every 173 residents. At the same 

time, the FDC has 1,017 inmates and 229 staff members, and not one of them has been 

diagnosed with COVID-19 as of this time. See Declaration of Sean Marler (“Marler 
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Decl.”) ¶ 4. That cannot and did not happen by accident. It happened because of the 

rigorous and unprecedented steps that will be described in this brief. 

BOP, through strenuous efforts, has achieved similar success elsewhere, in the 

face of enormous challenges. As of April 19, there were 495 known infections (and 

tragically, 22 inmate deaths), in a national inmate population of 154,000. Close to two-

thirds of the 144 BOP institutions and residential reentry centers, like FDC Philadelphia, 

have yet to report a single case. All of this is the product of a sustained, all-hands-on-

deck campaign to prevent disease in the most challenging time prison officials have 

faced in our lifetime.  

Fortunately, the concerns expressed by this Court at the outset of the pandemic—

that BOP might soon lose control of its institutions in relation to the disease, see United 

States v. Rodriguez, 2020 WL 1627331, at *8-10 (E.D. Pa. Apr. 1, 2020)—have not come 

to fruition. While there have been outbreaks at a number of BOP institutions, it is now 

apparent, additional weeks into the crisis, that BOP is succeeding at the moment in 

protecting most of its facilities; in rapidly responding to and suppressing outbreaks 

where they occur (as in Oakdale, Louisiana, where the first outbreak emerged but the 

situation has been stabilized for weeks); and in general maintaining both an incidence 

rate and growth rate well below that observed in the nation at large and particularly in 

hard-hit areas. It may be that well-run prisons, with the ability to take extraordinary 

measures and isolate from the outside world, provide a firmer barrier against this 

horrible disease.1  

                                                   
1 In New York City, addressing the situation at MDC Brooklyn, Judge Loretta A. Preska 
made similar observations last week, stating: 
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To repeat, we are not Pollyannas; we know the situation can change. But if that 

happens, it will be despite the dedication of the tens of thousands of BOP employees 

who are fighting this battle. Based on the efforts BOP has made, and the clear results so 

far over a sustained time period, there is no basis whatsoever for the allegations in the 

petition, for the wholesale release of criminal offenders, or for relieving federal prison 

officials of their necessary liberty to make real-time decisions regarding prison 

management. Not surprisingly, these remedies are barred in this action as a matter of 

law, such that the petition should be dismissed. 

                                                   
The Defendant has offered no evidence to suggest the MDC and the BOP more 
broadly are not taking seriously the pandemic or his own personal medical 
history. To the contrary, as set out in the Government’s papers, the BOP has 
made significant efforts to respond, and these measures have provided quite 
successful so far. As of April 7, the MDC – where Rodriguez is housed – reported 
a total two inmates who tested positive for COVID-19. The MDC houses 1,734 
total inmates. . . . That means that approximately 0.12% of MDC inmates have 
been confirmed to have COVID-19. By way of contrast, New York City had an 
estimated population of 8,398,748 as of July 2018. . . . As of today 76,876 cases of 
COVID-19 had been diagnosed in New York City. . . . That means that 0.91% of 
the New York City population has been diagnosed with COVID-19. 

 
All of these steps belie any suggestion that the BOP is failing 
meaningfully to address the risks posed by COVID-19 or take 
seriously the threat the pandemic poses to current inmates. To the 
contrary, it shows that the BOP has taken the threat very seriously, 
and has mitigated it to an extraordinary degree. 

 
United States v. Rodriguez, 2020 WL 1866040, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 14, 2020). 
 
 Judge Preska’s statement, and the information presented below in this brief, 
make clear the complete inaccuracy of the assertions that appear throughout the 
petition. See, e.g., Pet. ¶ 49 (“The Bureau of Prisons (BOP) has failed in every respect to 
respond appropriately to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The BOP failed to anticipate 
and prepare for the magnitude of the threat that COVID-19 poses to its own staff and the 
people it holds; it then failed to respond in any meaningful way to initial signs of 
uncontrolled outbreaks at several of its facilities across the country; and it has continued 
to fail to implement even the baseline measures that would assure the safety of its own 
staff, of Petitioners and their fellow class members and others incarcerated by the BOP, 
and of the communities into which staff and others travel on a daily basis.”). 
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Chief Judge Smith’s words in the compassionate release context apply with equal 

force here: “We do not mean to minimize the risks that COVID-19 poses in the federal 

prison system, particularly for inmates like Raia. But the mere existence of COVID-19 in 

society and the possibility that it may spread to a particular prison alone cannot 

independently justify compassionate release, especially considering BOP’s statutory 

role, and its extensive and professional efforts to curtail the virus’s spread.” United 

States v. Raia, -- F.3d --, 2020 WL 1647922, at *2 (3d Cir. Apr. 2, 2020). The same is 

true of the petitioners’ bid for release, and their assertion that this Court, and even a 

Special Master, should intervene in prison operations. No such measures are justified or 

allowed. 

With respect to release, that matter is governed exclusively by criminal law. No 

inmate may obtain release from custody on the basis of a challenge brought under 28 

U.S.C. § 2241 to prison conditions. Rather, petitioners Brown and Hall may challenge 

the pretrial detention orders under which they are held, under the Bail Reform Act. Hall, 

indeed, has done so, and in an order earlier today, Judge Beetlestone denied relief. As 

will be discussed, she rejected precisely the same Eighth Amendment argument on 

which his petition here is based. See Ex. B. Indeed, Hall is a convicted murderer with 

numerous felony drug convictions and at least two violations of parole, who has been 

convicted in this Court and faces a guideline range sentence of 360 to 960 months. 

Brown likely also will not succeed if he petitions the trial court. He faces a mandatory 

minimum sentence of 10 years’ imprisonment if convicted, and he was a fugitive in a 

county case at the time of his arrest. There are obvious reasons these men are detained 

under the Bail Reform Act, notwithstanding the current health crisis. As for petitioner 

Hannigan, who is a sentenced prisoner, he may seek an administrative remedy of 
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transfer to home confinement, an action committed by statute exclusively to the 

authority of BOP; or he may ask first BOP and then his sentencing judge (Judge Kenney) 

for compassionate release under 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(1)(A)(i). His prospects are not 

good, either. Hannigan is only two months into a 52-month sentence, and there are 

strong reasons, provided to this Court under seal, for his continued custody. The U.S. 

Attorney’s Office stands prepared to promptly address the status of any FDC inmate, but 

it must be done under the requirements of criminal law. 

As for the request for review of prison management, that may be sought only in a 

civil rights action, which would be subject to the Prison Litigation Reform Act, and 

demands exhaustion of administrative remedies that the plaintiffs have entirely 

bypassed. 

For all of these reasons and the further reasons explained below, the petition 

should be dismissed. 

II. Standard of Review 

This motion to dismiss is made pursuant to rule 12(b)(1) of the Federal Rules of 

Civil Procedure. At issue in a Rule 12(b)(1) motion to dismiss is the trial court’s 

jurisdiction, its very power to hear the case. See Norman v. United States, 1996 WL 

377136, at *1 (E.D. Pa. July 3, 1996) (quoting Mortensen v. First Fed. Sav. & Loan Ass’n, 

549 F.2d 884 (3d Cir. 1977)). Because the Court’s jurisdiction is itself in dispute, “the 

trial court is free to weigh the evidence and satisfy itself as to the existence of its power 

to hear the case.” Morris v. Gonzales, 2007 WL 2740438, *2 (E.D. Pa. Sept. 19, 2007). 

Thus, the Court “‘is not restricted to the face of the pleadings, but may review any 

evidence to resolve factual disputes concerning the existence of jurisdiction.’” Id. (citing 

Cestonaro v. United States, 211 F.3d 749, 752 (3d Cir. 2000)). The petitioner bears the 
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burden of proving that jurisdiction does in fact exist. See id. (citing Mortensen, 549 F.2d 

at 891); Kehr Packages Inc. v. Fidelcor Inc., 926 F.2d 1406, 1409 (3d Cir. 1991). 

In the alternative, this motion is made pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6). Under Rule 

12(b)(6), the Court must accept all factual allegations as true, construe the petition in 

the light most favorable to the petitioner, and determine whether, under any reasonable 

reading of the petition, the petitioner may be entitled to relief. Fowler v. UPMC 

Shadyside, 578 F.3d 203, 210 (3d Cir. 2009) (citation omitted). A complaint must plead 

“enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.” Bell Atl. Corp. v. 

Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007). “The plausibility standard is not akin to a 

‘probability requirement,’ but it asks for more than a sheer possibility that a defendant 

has acted unlawfully.” Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (quoting Twombly, 

550 U.S. at 556). “[L]abels and conclusions” are not enough, and a court is “not bound 

to accept as true a legal conclusion couched as a factual allegation.” Twombly, 550 U.S. 

at 555 (citation omitted).  

III. Background: The BOP’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

The Federal Bureau of Prisons (“BOP”) has been monitoring and tracking the 

spread of COVID-19 since January 2020 when the first cases of the illness caused by the 

novel coronavirus appeared in the United States. Marler Decl. ¶ 16. Recognizing the 

threat that this virus could pose to its inmate population, the BOP organized its national 

pandemic response into a multiphase “Action Plan,” implementing a variety of protocols 

in response to the rapidly shifting landscape of this pandemic across the United States. 

Id. ¶¶ 14-31. Among other things, the BOP has, on a nationwide basis: implemented 

screening requirements for inmates and staff; temporarily suspended social visits, legal 

visits, inmate transfers, official travel, and contractor access; updated its quarantine and 
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isolation procedures; and instituted a “modified operations” plan, which directs BOP 

facilities to adjust their daily operations in a manner that permits inmates to engage in 

physical distancing while in common areas, such as during mealtimes and recreation. 

Id.; see also id. ¶¶ 5-13. 

The BOP’s response, detailed below, has occurred over six distinct “phases” to 

date, which are set out in the attached declaration of FDC Warden Sean Marler. See 

generally id. ¶ 15-31. The BOP will continue to modify and adjust its response as 

circumstances change, and at the guidance and direction of health authorities. 

1. Action Plan for COVID-19 – Phase One 

In January 2020, the BOP began Phase One of its Action Plan for COVID-19.2 

Phase One activities included, among other things, seeking guidance from the BOP’s 

Health Services Division regarding COVID-19 and its symptoms, where in the United 

States infections were occurring, and the best practices to mitigate its transmission. In 

addition, an agency task force was established to begin strategic planning for COVID-19 

BOP-wide. This strategic planning included building on the BOP’s existing procedures 

for pandemics, such as implementing its pre-approved Pandemic Influenza Plan. From 

                                                   
2 See https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/20200313_covid-19.jsp. The BOP has 
explained that “[m]aintaining safety and security of BOP institutions is [the BOP’s] 
highest priority.” BOP, Updates to BOP COVID-19 Action Plan: Inmate Movement (Mar. 
19, 2020), available at https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/20200319_ 
covid19_update.jsp. Indeed, BOP has had a Pandemic Influenza Plan in place since 
2012. Id.; BOP Health Services Division, Pandemic Influenza Plan-Module 1: 
Surveillance and Infection Control (Oct. 2012), available at 
https://www.bop.gov/resources/pdfs/pan_flu_module_1.pdf. That protocol is lengthy 
and detailed, establishing a framework requiring BOP facilities to begin preparations 
when there is first a “suspected human outbreak overseas.” Id. at i. The plan addresses 
social distancing, hygienic and cleaning protocols, and the quarantining and treatment 
of symptomatic inmates. It guided BOP’s initial response. 
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January 2020 through the present, the BOP has been coordinating its COVID-19 efforts 

with subject-matter experts both inside and outside of the agency, including 

implementing guidance and directives from the World Health Organization (“WHO”), 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”), the Office of Personnel 

Management (“OPM”), the Department of Justice (“DOJ”), and the Office of the Vice 

President.  

2. Action Plan for COVID-19 – Phase Two 

On March 13, 2020, the BOP implemented “Phase Two” of its Action Plan.3 

Phase Two put into place a number of restrictions across all BOP facilities over a 30-day 

period, to be reevaluated upon the conclusion of that time period. Specifically, the BOP 

suspended the following activities for a period of 30 days, with certain limited 

exceptions: social visits; legal visits; inmate facility transfers; official staff travel; staff 

training; contractor access; volunteer visits; and tours. To help ensure inmates 

maintained social ties, the BOP increased the telephone allotment to 500 minutes per 

month.  

At that time, the FDC implemented procedures to allow necessary legal visitation 

and increased legal calls so that inmates could maintain contact with their counsel. The 

Legal Department is the point of contact for legal visitation. An attorney may contact 

Staff Attorney Alisha Gallagher, who will review the request to determine urgency and 

the need for an in-person visit. Warden Marler has the final authority to approve visits. 

The Unit Managers continue to review requests for legal calls and their staff provide the 

                                                   
3 See https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/20200313_covid-19.jsp. 
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calls. There has been no change to the mail procedures and inmates continue to receive 

mail and can contact their attorneys via email and monitored phone line.  

In addition, during Phase Two, inmates were subjected to new screening 

requirements. Specifically, all newly arriving BOP inmates were screened for COVID-19 

symptoms and “exposure risk factors,” including, for example, if the inmate had traveled 

from or through any high-risk COVID-19 locations (as determined by the CDC), or had 

close contact with anyone testing positive for COVID-19. Asymptomatic inmates with 

exposure risk factors were quarantined, and symptomatic inmates with exposure risk 

factors were isolated and evaluated for possible COVID-19 testing by local BOP medical 

providers. 

Staff were also subjected to enhanced health screening in areas of “sustained 

community transmission,” as determined by the CDC. Pennsylvania was designated a 

“sustained community transmission” state on March 19, 2020, and the FDC 

implemented this enhanced screening for staff and contractors at that time. The 

enhanced screening measures required all staff to self-report any symptoms consistent 

with COVID-19, as well as any known or suspected COVID-19 exposure, and further 

required all staff to have their temperature taken upon entry into any BOP facility. 

Finally, in addition to the measures listed above, the BOP implemented national 

“modified operations” in order to maximize social distancing within BOP facilities. 

These modifications included staggered meal times and staggered recreation times, for 

example, in order to limit congregate gatherings. Additionally, the BOP established a set 

of quarantine and isolation procedures for known or potential cases of COVID-19. 
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3. Action Plan for COVID-19 – Phase Three 

On March 18, 2020, the BOP implemented Phase Three of the COVID-19 Action 

Plan for BOP locations that perform administrative services (i.e., non-prison locations), 

which followed DOJ, Office of Management and Budget, and OPM guidance for 

maximizing telework.4 In this phase, individuals who had the ability to telework and 

whose job functions did not require them to be physically present were directed to begin 

teleworking. Because of the mission of the FDC, teleworking is not an option for its staff. 

Additionally, as part of this phase, and in accordance with the Pandemic 

Influenza contingency plan, BOP inventoried all cleaning, sanitation, and medical 

supplies.5  

4. Action Plan for COVID-19 – Phase Four 

On March 26, 2020, the BOP implemented Phase Four of its Action Plan.6 In 

Phase Four, the BOP revised its preventative measures for all institutions. Specifically, 

the agency updated its quarantine and isolation procedures to require all newly 

admitted inmates to the BOP, whether in areas of sustained community transmission or 

not, to be assessed using a screening tool and temperature check. This screening tool 

and temperature check applied to all new intakes, detainees, commitments, prisoners 

returned on writ from judicial proceedings, and parole violators, regardless of their 

method of arrival. Thus, all new arrivals to any BOP institution—even those who were 

                                                   
4 https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/pdfs/20200324 
_bop_press_release_covid19_update.pdf. 
 
5 https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/pdfs/20200324 
_bop_press_release_covid19_update.pdf. 
 
6 https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/20200331_covid19_action_plan_5.jsp. 
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asymptomatic—were placed in quarantine for a minimum of 14 days or until cleared by 

medical staff. Symptomatic inmates were placed in isolation until they tested negative 

for COVID-19 or were cleared by medical staff as meeting CDC criteria for release from 

isolation. 

At the FDC, an empty housing unit (“7 North”) was opened as a quarantine unit. 

Guidance was provided to staff on the proper personal protective equipment to be 

utilized while on this housing unit and interacting with inmates. The unit is restricted to 

those staff necessary to provide the mission of the unit. Inmates on this unit are 

restricted to their cell except when escorted by a staff member for showers, phone calls, 

or video court proceedings. Inmates are monitored twice a day by health services staff 

for symptoms of COVID-19. After 14 days, if the inmate has not developed symptoms, 

he/she is then placed into the general population. 

5. Action Plan for COVID-19 – Phase Five 

On March 31, 2020, the BOP Director ordered the implementation of Phase 5 of 

its COVID-19 Action Plan, which took effect on April 1, 2020.7 Specifically, the Director 

ordered the following steps to be taken: 

1. For a 14-day period, inmates in every institution will be secured in their 
assigned cells/quarters to decrease the spread of the virus. 

2. During this time, to the extent practicable, inmates should still have access to 
programs and services that are offered under normal operating procedures, 
such as mental health treatment and education. 

3. In addition, the BOP is coordinating with the United States Marshals Service 
(“USMS”) to significantly decrease incoming movement during this time.  

4. After 14 days, this decision will be reevaluated and a decision made as to 
whether or not to return to modified operations. 

                                                   
7 https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/20200331_covid19_action_plan_5.jsp 
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5. Limited group gathering will be afforded to the extent practical to facilitate 
commissary, laundry, showers, telephone, and Trust Fund Limited Computer 
System (“TRULINCS”8) access. 

Phase Five was implemented at the FDC on April 1, 2020, and remains in effect. 

Thus, all inmates at the FDC are confined to their cells for the majority of each day. 

Inmates are permitted to leave their cells in small groups on a rotating basis at 

designated times in order to engage in activities such as showers, phones, and 

TRULINCS. For meals, inmates are released in small groups to retrieve their meals and 

then return to their cells. 

This modification to the BOP’s action plan is based on health concerns, not 

disruptive inmate behavior. Inmates may be outside their cells in these small groups for 

approximately an hour per day. During these time periods, inmates have been directed 

to maintain appropriate physical distancing.  

On April 6, 2020, additional social distancing measures were implemented in all 

facilities. All staff members and inmates were issued surgical masks to be used in 

interaction with persons when social distancing was not possible. Masks were issued to 

staff members and inmates on April 6, 2020, and are reissued weekly. 

6. Action Plan for COVID-19 – Phase Six 

On April 13, 2020, the BOP Director ordered implementation of Phase 6 of its 

COVID-19 Action Plan.9 Specifically, the Bureau continued its nationwide action as 

                                                   
8 TRULINCS is the internal Bureau computer and electronic message platform that 
inmates use to communicate with staff in the institutions and individuals in the 
community. Through this platform, inmates receive updates and notices, and can read 
inmate bulletins posted on the system by Bureau staff. 

9 https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/pdfs/20200414_ 
press_release_action_plan_6.pdf. 
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described in the Phase 5 Action Plan until May 18, 2020. Additionally, the suspension of 

visitation was extended until May 18, 2020. All staff training and official travel was 

suspended until May 31, 2020. All staff and inmates will continue to be issued face 

masks and strongly encouraged to wear an appropriate face covering when in public 

areas when social distancing cannot be achieved. 

In addition to all of these measures, the independent Inspector General of the 

Department of Justice has been and will continue to engage in inspections of BOP 

facilities to assure compliance with necessary steps. 

IV. Petitioners may not challenge their custody through a § 2241 action 
challenging prison conditions. 

 In their pleading, which is presented as a habeas claim under 28 U.S.C. § 2241, 

the petitioners seek two remedies: (1) the immediate release to home confinement of all 

persons vulnerable to adverse outcomes from COVID-19; and (2) intervention in prison 

management to compel the respondent “to mitigate the serious risk of illness, death, and 

harm from COVID-19 to those who remain confined at the FDC.” Pet. at 39-40. Neither 

remedy may be achieved in this action as a matter of law. We begin with the first. 

A. Detainees Brown and Hall may only seek release under the Bail 
Reform Act. 

The absence of jurisdiction under § 2241 to achieve release of a detainee is 

indisputable: Under binding Third Circuit precedent, “a federal detainee’s request for 

release pending trial can only be considered under the Bail Reform Act and not under a 

§ 2241 petition for habeas relief.” Reese v. Warden Philadelphia FDC, 904 F.3d 244, 

245 (3d Cir. 2018) (affirming dismissal of § 2241 petition). Section 2241 confers 

authority on district courts to entertain applications for a writ of habeas corpus filed by 

prisoners claiming to be in custody in violation of the Constitution or laws or treaties of 
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the United States. Id. at 246. But, “even in cases where the habeas court has the 

authority to grant relief, it must consider whether this be a case in which that power 

ought to be exercised.” Id. (quotations omitted).  

“Courts have consistently refused to exercise their habeas authority in cases 

where federal prisoners have sought relief before standing trial.” Id. Instead, “Courts 

have long stressed that defendants should pursue the remedies available within the 

criminal action.” Id. 

Here, the Bail Reform Act applies equally to Brown, a pretrial detainee, and Hall, 

a post-trial detainee awaiting sentencing. See 18 U.S.C. § 3141(a) and (b). Although the 

Third Circuit has never found such circumstances to be present, a showing of “delay, 

harassment, bad faith or other intentional activity” on the part of the state can 

potentially constitute an “exceptional circumstance” rendering habeas relief available to 

a pretrial detainee. Id. at 246 n.2. There is no such allegation here. And while the 

current COVID-19 pandemic is certainly extraordinary in its impact on society, it has 

not precluded the ability of detainees to invoke the procedures of the Bail Reform Act. 

Indeed, Hall has filed such a motion under the Bail Reform Act with Judge Beetlestone. 

See Doc. 982, No. 15-CR-00496-WB-9. Judge Beetlestone, who presided over Hall’s two 

criminal trials, has great familiarity with Hall and his conduct and was best positioned 

to consider his request for release. The motion was filed, responded to, and denied in a 

thoughtful opinion, all within a matter of days. Indeed, the filing of this duplicative, 

procedurally improper habeas petition by all petitioners amounts to little more than 

improper judge-shopping. 

The Bail Reform Act permits detention before trial if “the judicial officer finds 

that no condition or combination of conditions will reasonably assure the appearance of 
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the person as required and the safety of any other person and the community.” 18 U.S.C. 

§ 3142(e)(1). The issue is laser-focused on the facts of the individual case, which is why 

the class action proposed here is so inconceivable under the law. The court must 

consider, among other factors, the nature and circumstances of the offense charged, the 

weight of the evidence against the person, and the history and characteristics of the 

person (including her “character, physical and mental condition, family ties, 

employment, financial resources, length of residence in the community, community ties, 

past conduct, history relating to drug or alcohol abuse, criminal history, and record 

concerning appearance at court proceedings”). 18 U.S.C. § 3142(f).  

The standard is more stringent after conviction, and before sentencing, at which 

time the court may only release a person upon “clear and convincing evidence that the 

person is not likely to flee or pose a danger to the safety of any other person or the 

community,” § 3143(a)(1), and the release of some offenders is barred entirely unless the 

court also finds that “there is a substantial likelihood that a motion for acquittal or new 

trial will be granted; or . . . an attorney for the Government has recommended that no 

sentence of imprisonment be imposed on the person,” § 3142(a)(2), which are rare 

circumstances indeed. 

The latter provision applies to petitioner Hall. On November 5, 2019, after a jury 

trial, he was convicted of conspiracy to distribute a mixture and substance containing 

phencyclidine, in violation of 21 U.S.C. §§ 846 and 841(a)(1), (b)(1)(A), and two counts 

of possession with intent to distribute phencyclidine, in violation of 21 U.S.C. 

§ 841(a)(1). As the government explained to Judge Beetlestone, these crimes – 

controlled substance offenses for which a maximum term of imprisonment of ten years 
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or more is prescribed – carry a presumption of detention under § 3142(f)(1)(C) and (D) 

and therefore essentially require detention after conviction under § 3143(a)(2).  

For good measure, Hall is a convicted murderer with numerous felony drug 

convictions and at least two violations of parole. He appears to have shot someone in his 

house during the course of the wiretap used in the investigation underlying his current 

criminal proceedings. (This conduct has not been charged, but the United States intends 

to present such testimony and evidence at Hall’s sentencing hearing.) Moreover, the 

advisory guideline range in Hall’s case is 360 to 960 months. He obviously presents 

both a risk of flight and a danger to the community. Hall sought release to home 

confinement on the ground that he is vulnerable to COVID-19 due to alleged renal 

failure and hypertension. The government opposed his motion for release for the 

reasons stated here, see Doc. 982, No. 15-CR-00496-WB-9, and earlier today, Judge 

Beetlestone denied it, see Ex. B. As she has presided over his case for four years, 

including two jury trials, she was uniquely well-suited to consider his request for relief. 

As for petitioner Brown, he is awaiting trial before Judge Jones. Brown was 

indicted in March 2019 and charged with distribution of methamphetamine (two 

counts) and possession with intent to distribute methamphetamine, all in violation of 21 

U.S.C. § 841(a)(1); and aiding and abetting, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2. At the time of 

his arrest, he had two prior federal convictions and was a fugitive from Lehigh County 

on charges of possession with intent to distribute a controlled substance. See Doc. 7, No. 

19-cr-155. The United States therefore moved to detain him pending trial because he is 

both a danger to the community and a flight risk; Brown stipulated to pretrial detention 

and Judge Strawbridge ordered it. If convicted of all charges, he faces a mandatory 

minimum of 10 years’ imprisonment and a maximum of life in prison. Without regard to 
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whether he presents a danger to the community or presents a flight risk, he now seeks 

release to home confinement based on alleged coronary artery disease, latent 

tuberculosis, asthma, obesity, and a history of drug addiction. He has not filed a motion 

under the Bail Reform Act for release with Judge Jones, who presides over Brown’s 

criminal proceeding and is the judicial officer with the greatest familiarity with his case.  

If Brown or any other detainee moves for release in light of COVID-19, the 

government will respond, taking all circumstances into account, and each assigned 

judge will rule. Judge DuBois’ recent, thorough opinion denying one such motion, in 

United States v. Stevens, 2020 WL 1888968 (E.D. Pa. Apr. 16, 2020), is another 

illustration, like Hall’s case, of the required approach and assessment. (There, the court 

denied release pending sentencing of an FDC inmate who was convicted of violent 

offenses, notwithstanding his possible vulnerability to COVID-19 as a result of his age 

and diabetic condition.) 

The Attorney General has recently issued guidance to federal prosecutors 

concerning “Litigating Pre-Trial Detention Issues During the COVID-19 Pandemic.” See 

Memorandum, at 1 (Apr. 6, 2020), attached as Exhibit A. That guidance makes clear 

that “the current COVID-19 pandemic requires that [prosecutors] ensure [they] are 

giving appropriate weight to the potential risks facing certain individuals from being 

remanded to . . . custody.” Id. Thus, although the Department’s “paramount obligation” 

is to “[p]rotect[ ] the public,” prosecutors must also “consider the medical risks 

associated with individuals being remanded into . . . custody during the COVID-19 

pandemic.” Id. at 1-2. Prosecutors “should consider not seeking detention to the same 

degree [they] would under normal circumstances,” and must weigh “the risk of flight 

and seriousness of the offense . . . against the defendant’s vulnerability to COVID-19.” 
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Id. at 2. Likewise, “these same considerations should govern [prosecutors’] litigation of 

motions filed by detained defendants seeking release in light of the pandemic.” Id. Such 

a defendant’s “risk from COVID-19 should be a significant factor in [each prosecutor’s] 

analysis[.]” Id. 

 Heeding this guidance, this office has already responded, each time in a matter of 

days, to dozens of motions for release filed by FDC detainees on the basis of the threat of 

COVID-19, and will continue to do so. There is a plain available remedy for all such 

claims. This § 2241 action provides this Court with no jurisdiction to supplant it. 

B. Hannigan may not challenge the conditions of his confinement 
under § 2241.  

Petitioner Hannigan is differently situated from Hall and Brown in that he has 

been sentenced. In his situation, Third Circuit caselaw is equally clear that he may not 

challenge the conditions of confinement through a § 2241 action. 

Hannigan wishes to change the terms of his sentence to home confinement in 

light of the pandemic, and the fact that he purportedly suffers from heart disease, 

diabetes, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and sleep apnea. 

However, “‘a judgment of conviction that includes [a sentence of imprisonment] 

constitutes a final judgment’ and may not be modified by a district court except in 

limited circumstances.” Dillon v. United States, 560 U.S. 817, 825 (2010). As the 

Supreme Court has recognized, finality is an important attribute of criminal judgments, 

and one “essential to the operation of our criminal justice system.” Teague v. Lane, 489 

U.S. 288, 309 (1989) (plurality opinion). Accordingly, it is well established that once a 

district court has pronounced sentence and the sentence becomes final, the court has no 

inherent authority to reconsider or alter that sentence. Rather, it may do so only 
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pursuant to statutory authorization. See, e.g., United States v. Addonizio, 442 U.S. 178, 

189 & n.16 (1979). The Third Circuit has made emphatically clear that a court has 

jurisdiction to alter a sentence only as specifically permitted by statute. United States v. 

Washington, 549 F.3d 905, 917 (3d Cir. 2008). 

Consistent with that principle of finality, 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c) provides that a court 

generally “may not modify a term of imprisonment once it has been imposed,” except in 

three circumstances: (1) upon a motion for reduction in sentence under 18 U.S.C. 

§ 3582(c)(1)(A); (2) “to the extent otherwise expressly permitted by statute or by Rule 35 

of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure,” 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(1)(B); and (3) where 

the defendant was sentenced “based on” a retroactively lowered sentencing range, 18 

U.S.C. § 3582(c)(2). 

Hannigan’s challenge to his conditions of confinement does not fall into any of 

these categories, nor may it be presented via a § 2241 petition. Such a petition is 

available only to challenge the execution of a sentence, for instance, whether BOP is 

faithfully applying the time period of incarceration decreed by the sentencing court. 

Thus, in Cardona v. Bledsoe, 681 F.3d 533, 537 (3d Cir. 2012), the Third Circuit 

affirmed the dismissal of a § 2241 petition challenging conditions of confinement for 

lack of subject matter jurisdiction.  

As an initial matter, Hannigan’s request to be released to home confinement is 

not a request for release from custody, for even while serving home confinement he 

would remain in BOP custody. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 3624(c) (defining “home 

confinement” as a form of prerelease custody). Instead, it is a request for a modification 

to the conditions of his confinement akin to placement in the Special Housing Unit or 

transfer to a different institution. Cf. Bronson v. Demming, 56 F. App’x 551, 553―54 (3d 
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Cir. 2002) (holding habeas relief unavailable to inmate seeking release from disciplinary 

segregation); Schmura v. Unites States Bureau of Prisons, 2018 WL 3873238 (D.N.J. 

August 15, 2018) (because challenge to custody classification does not affect fact or 

length of sentence, court lacks jurisdiction over § 2241 petition).  

The petitioners erroneously rely on Woodall v. Fed. Bureau of Prisons, 432 F.3d 

235, 241 (3d Cir. 2005), to contend that they may challenge under § 2241 detention 

conditions allegedly threatening their medical wellbeing. But Cardona clarifies that 

Woodall’s holding turned on the fact that, in that case, the challenged BOP conduct 

“conflicted with express statements in the applicable sentencing judgments.” Cardona, 

681 F.3d at 536. The Third Circuit declared: “In order to challenge the execution of his 

sentence under § 2241, Cardona would need to allege that BOP’s conduct was somehow 

inconsistent with a command or recommendation in the sentencing judgment.” 

Cardona, 681 F.3d at 537.  

Here, no “command or recommendation in the sentencing judgment” requires 

that Hannigan be released to home confinement. Id.; see also Share v. Krueger, 553 F. 

App’x 207, 209 (3d Cir. 2014) (following Cardona and holding that challenge to denial 

of request for release to home confinement was not cognizable under § 2241 because it 

did not conflict with sentencing judgment). To the contrary, as recently as February 14, 

2020, over objection from his experienced defense counsel, Judge Kenney ordered 

Hannigan immediately remanded to BOP custody. See Doc. 26, No. 19-cr-373.  

 Hannigan may only seek a different designation as explicitly permitted by law. 

First, as noted above, a court may revise a sentence under 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(1)(A)(i), 

known as the compassionate release statute. Under that statute, the sentencing judge 

may reduce a sentence on the basis of “extraordinary and compelling circumstances,” 
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most often severe medical conditions. As in the case of the bail decisions discussed 

above, these determinations are necessarily made on an individual basis. The court is 

required to assess, in part, all 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) sentencing factors, and assure that 

“the defendant is not a danger to the safety of any other person or to the community, as 

provided in 18 U.S.C. § 3142(g).” U.S.S.G. § 1B1.13.10 The request for compassionate 

release must be presented first to the warden, and then may be presented in court, 

either after exhaustion of administrative remedies, or the passage of 30 days, whichever 

occurs first. As of the date of this filing, the FDC’s warden has received approximately 52 

requests based on COVID-19, including one from petitioner Hannigan. 

 Separately, Hannigan may also ask the Bureau of Prisons to transfer him to home 

confinement. That is an administrative decision, and again, this Court has no 

jurisdiction to address it. Section 3621(b) makes clear that BOP will designate the place 

of imprisonment, and “[n]otwithstanding any other provision of law, a designation of a 

place of imprisonment under this subsection is not reviewable by any court.” For this 

                                                   
10 The need for an individual assessment is reflected in this Court’s recent opinion in 
Rodriguez, 2020 WL 1627331, where the Court determined that compassionate release 
was warranted based on these considerations: “First, he suffers from underlying health 
conditions that render him especially vulnerable to COVID-19. Second, prison is a 
particularly dangerous place for Mr. Rodriguez at this moment. Third, he has served 
almost all of his sentence and has shown commendable rehabilitation while in prison. 
None of these reasons alone is extraordinary and compelling. Taken together, however, 
they constitute reasons for reducing his sentence . . . .” Id. at *7 (emphasis in original). 
That statement defeats the petitioners’ proposition that anyone who is vulnerable to the 
disease must be released to his home. So does the Third Circuit’s decision in Raia, 2020 
WL 1647922, at *2 (“the mere existence of COVID-19 in society and the possibility that it 
may spread to a particular prison alone cannot independently justify compassionate 
release”). 
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reason as well, the petitioners’ civil action seeking release to home confinement must be 

dismissed.11 

 For the information of the Court, BOP is actively considering transfers to home 

confinement as part of its remedial efforts to combat COVID-19. See generally Marler 

Decl. ¶¶ 32-48. Ordinarily, such an action is limited to the last six months or 10% of a 

sentence, whichever is less. 18 U.S.C. § 3624(c). (There is also authority under 34 U.S.C. 

§ 60541(g) to transfer specified elderly and terminally ill offenders to home confinement 

for longer periods.) In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, however, the Attorney 

General, under the authority of the coronavirus relief bill (the “CARES Act”) waived the 

limitations of § 3624(c). See Memorandum (Mar. 26, 2020, Marler Decl. Ex. 3 (“March 

26 Memo”); Memorandum (Apr. 3, 2020), Marler Decl. Ex. 4 (“April 3 Memo”). BOP is 

now actively considering inmates for transfer, focusing on nonviolent offenders who 

present low risk for recidivism. The particular factors are described in the Marler 

Declaration. See id. ¶¶ 34-35. As of April 19, under the guidance of these memoranda, 

BOP has transferred 1,252 inmates to home confinement. Id. ¶ 44.  

 Hannigan has made a request to BOP for consideration, but it will likely be 

denied. He was just sentenced in February by Judge Kenney to serve a 52-month 

                                                   
 
11 Recent cases confirming this rule include: United States v. Read-Forbes, 2020 WL 
1888856 (D. Kan. Apr. 16, 2020); United States v. McCann, 2020 WL 1901089 (E.D. 
Ky. Apr. 17, 2020); Miller v. United States, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 62421, at *4-5 (E.D. 
Mich. Apr. 9, 2020); United States v. Carden, 2020 WL 1873951 (D. Md. Apr. 15, 2020); 
United States v. Mabe, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 66269, at *1 (E.D. Tenn. Apr. 15, 2020) 
(“the CARES Act [provision expanding home confinement authority] places decision 
making authority solely within the discretion of the Attorney General and the Director of 
the Bureau of Prisons. . . . This Court therefore does not have power to grant relief under 
Section 12003 of the CARES Act.”); United States v. Skaff, 2020 WL 1666469 (S.D.W. 
Va. Apr. 3, 2020). 
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sentence for tax-related offenses that resulted in a multi-million dollar tax loss to more 

than 35 different victims. See Doc. 24, No. 19-cr-373. After serving approximately two 

months of his 52-month sentence (and before being designated to a particular facility to 

serve his sentence), he filed a request for compassionate release and home confinement 

with the BOP. Hannigan has a history of convictions for driving under the influence, and 

has not lived at his family residence for some time, and for various reasons should not 

be confined there. Further details—which were provided under seal to Judge Kenney in 

connection with Hannigan’s sentencing—will be provided in a separate under-seal filing 

in this case. The matter is committed to BOP’s discretion at this time, and ultimately to 

Judge Kenney, if a compassionate release motion is filed. Hannigan, like every 

sentenced prisoner, may not obtain this relief under § 2241 on the basis of possible 

exposure to COVID-19. 

C. No “outside the box” process can avoid the individualized review 
mechanisms described above.  

During a telephone conference on April 17, 2020, the Court directed AUSA 

Zauzmer to confer with petitioners’ counsel on any “outside the box” means of 

addressing the concerns of all FDC detainees. During the conference with petitioners’ 

counsel that followed that afternoon, Zauzmer stated the government’s position, 

consistent with the analysis above, as follows: 

Every inmate has a right at any time to seek judicial review of detention status. 

That review must take place consistent with the Bail Reform Act, which sets forth the 

clear standards that have to be evaluated in each case when deciding detention issues, 

focusing on the particular facts of each case and the risk of danger and/or flight. The law 

does not simply allow us or the court to say, “everyone with a heart condition gets 
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released,” nor would that make any sense as a matter of public policy anyway, given the 

nature of the crimes that many of these offenders have allegedly committed. 

If every FDC detainee seeks judicial review at this time—not just those who have 

proactively sought relief on their own behalf already—our office will never pose an 

impediment, and we can act as quickly as necessary. We have 100 AUSAs at our 

disposal, and we can instantly set up a system for AUSA assessment and supervisory 

review in which we can state our position in each case in 48 hours. We imagine that the 

court as well has sufficient resources, as there are 32 judges in the district among whom 

the work would be spread.12 

The defense bar may face problems of coordination. First, with the exception of a 

handful of detainees who may have chosen to proceed pro se, by definition every 

detainee is already represented by counsel. So either all of those counsel have to be 

prepared to make their pitches to us and to the court; or the petitioners have to come up 

with a way to replace those attorneys with a single group for present purposes, with the 

consent of all of those lawyers and defendants.  

The U.S. Attorney’s Office stands by to process every case without delay, within 

days, though we question whether a systematic effort to review every detainee would be 

productive, in contrast to the current situation in which each counsel evaluates whether 

a challenge to detention is warranted. The FDC is different from an ordinary federal 

institution, in that the vast majority of inmates are pretrial or presentencing detainees. 

This means that, in virtually every instance regarding those offenders, a judicial officer 

                                                   
12 Of the 1,017 inmates at the FDC, approximately 600 are pretrial/presentencing 
detainees, with approximately ¾ of those from this district (others are from the 
Districts of New Jersey and Delaware). The remaining inmates include sentenced 
inmates and designees to other institutions.  
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has made a finding that the defendant presents a risk of danger to the community 

and/or presents a risk of flight. Accordingly, the number of nonviolent, white-collar 

offenders is the FDC is much less than the ordinary proportion seen in a federal prison. 

Rather, the inmates at the FDC are by and large particularly dangerous offenders who 

present a significant risk of harm to the community. And that is unquestionably why, as 

dozens of these detainees have sought release in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

almost none has obtained judicial relief. With the exception of Judge Strawbridge’s 

decision in the case of Gongda Xue (which is an unusual case, currently under appeal to 

the district court, that focused on the risk of flight of an otherwise non-violent foreign 

national), no judge has approved release in one of these cases.  

Notably, FDC legal staff participate in weekly telephone calls with the United 

States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania and other stakeholders, 

including the federal public defender’s office. Unlike the petitioners here, the public 

defender has not advocated for release of large numbers of inmates. Instead, we 

understand that the office has individually reviewed its clients’ circumstances and is 

filing the necessary individualized motions. We were not surprised to be informed that 

the federal defender currently estimates seeking release in fewer than 40 cases. See 

Marler Decl. ¶ 53. 

The petitioners’ suggestion during recent conferences, that this Court appoint a 

Special Master to essentially mediate the detention status of all FDC detainees, is 

baseless. That kind of review of over 500 cases would drastically stall, not expedite, the 

process, and it would also distract government officials from what at present is an 

overwhelming amount of work related to the current crisis. Further, a Special Master 

has no ability to replace the judicial judgment that is required by law. There is one 
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expeditious way to obtain further review of detention decisions, if defendants seek that, 

and that is through the set procedure of the Bail Reform Act. And in any event, that is all 

the law permits; this Court does not have jurisdiction through a civil matter to 

intervene. 

V. Petitioners’ challenge to prison conditions may not proceed absent 
presentation of an appropriate claim and exhaustion of administrative 
remedies. 

 Turning to the petitioners’ request for a remedy pertinent to management of the 

prison, as explained above, this action, premised only on § 2241, is impermissible, as 

that statute, under Cardona, does not permit a challenge to conditions of confinement, 

only to the execution of a sentence. Such a claim must be brought in a civil rights action, 

and there, the Prison Litigation Reform Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1997e, comes into play. The 

petitioners have made no effort either to present a civil rights claim or comply with the 

PLRA, and the petition must be dismissed. 

A. Courts are ill-equipped to administer prisons and Congress has 
substantially limited their authority in this arena. 

A first principle of prison litigation is, of course, that “federal courts must take 

cognizance of the valid constitutional claims of prison inmates.” Turner v. Safley, 482 

U.S. 78, 84 (1987). But the second principle is that federal courts must recognize that 

they are “ill equipped” to deal with problems of prison administration. Id. (quoting 

Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396, 405 (1974), overruled on other grounds by 

Thornburgh v. Abbott, 490 U.S. 401 (1989)). “Running a prison is an inordinately 

difficult undertaking that requires expertise, planning, and the commitment of 

resources, all of which are peculiarly within the province of the legislative and executive 

branches of government. Prison administration is, moreover, a task that has been 
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committed to the responsibility of those branches, and separation of powers concerns 

counsel a policy of judicial restraint.” Id. at 84-85.  

Consistent with the recognition that prison administration is not the federal 

judiciary’s job, Congress enacted the PLRA “to oust the federal judiciary from day-to-

day prison management.” Inmates of Suffolk County Jail v. Rouse, 129 F.3d 649, 655 

(1st Cir. 1997); see also Benjamin v. Jacobson, 172 F.3d 144, 182 (2d Cir. 1999) (en 

banc) (Calabresi, J., concurring) (“The in banc majority argues at length that Congress 

meant to get the federal courts out of the business of running jails, and it cites any 

number of congressional statements to that effect. I agree.”); accord Imprisoned 

Citizens Union v. Shapp, 11 F. Supp. 2d 586, 603 (E.D. Pa. 1998) (“The legislative 

history thus more than adequately demonstrates at least one legitimate goal: the desire 

to limit federal court oversight of state prisons.”), aff’d sub nom Imprisoned Citizens 

Union v. Ridge, 169 F.3d 178 (3d Cir. 1999). “Congress intended the PLRA to revive the 

hands-off doctrine,” which was “a rule of judicial quiescence derived from federalism 

and separation of powers concerns.” Gilmore v. California, 220 F.3d 987, 991, 997 (9th 

Cir. 2000). Among other things, the PLRA thus “restrict[s] the equity jurisdiction of 

federal courts,” id. at 999, and, “[b]y its terms . . . restricts the circumstances in which a 

court may enter an order ‘that has the purpose or effect of reducing or limiting the 

prison population,’” Brown v. Plata, 563 U.S. 493, 511 (2011) (quoting 18 U.S.C. 

§ 3626(g)(4)). Moreover, the PLRA requires any injunctive relief relating to prison 

conditions to be “narrowly drawn, extend no further than necessary to correct the harm 
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the court finds requires preliminary relief, and be the least intrusive means necessary to 

correct that harm.” Id. § 3626(a)(2).13  

B. Petitioners have not exhausted the available administrative 
remedies. 

Even if petitioners’ challenge to their conditions of confinement could be 

considered by this Court, the petitioners have not exhausted the available administrative 

remedies, and for that independent reason, their petition must be dismissed. Nellson v. 

Barnhart, 2020 WL 1890670, at *5 (D. Colo. Apr. 16, 2020) (“The Court finds that 

plaintiff has failed to exhaust his administrative remedies before seeking judicial relief. 

In reaching this conclusion, the Court does not overlook the risks of COVID-19 at [the 

BOP facility at issue] or in the prison system generally. But the Court may not alter the 

mandatory requirements of the PLRA for COVID-19 or any other special circumstance.”) 

(citing Ross v. Blake, 136 S. Ct. 1850, 1856-57 (2016)).  

The PLRA requires an inmate filing a prison-conditions lawsuit to have 

exhausted all available administrative remedies. 42 U.S.C. § 1997e(a) (“No action shall 

be brought with respect to prison conditions under section 1983 of this title, or any 

other Federal law, by a prisoner confined in any jail, prison, or other correctional facility 

                                                   
13 This limitation on the scope of injunctive relief is consistent with the judiciary’s 
limited scope of review of prison regulations. As described in Turner, courts evaluating 
prison regulations that allegedly burden fundamental rights ask only if the regulation is 
“reasonably related to legitimate penological interests.” 482 U.S. at 89. “Subjecting the 
day-to-day judgments of prison officials to an inflexible strict scrutiny analysis would 
seriously hamper their ability to anticipate security problems and to adopt innovative 
solutions to the intractable problems of prison administration. The rule would also 
distort the decisionmaking process, for every administrative judgment would be subject 
to the possibility that some court somewhere would conclude that it had a less 
restrictive way of solving the problem at hand.” See Ridge, 169 F.3d at 188 (“[T]he PLRA 
amounts to little more than a codification of already-existing rules governing judicial 
interference with prisons.”).  
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until such administrative remedies as are available are exhausted.”). The Supreme Court 

has made clear that the exhaustion requirement applies to all suits regarding prison life, 

Porter v. Nussle, 534 U.S. 516, 532 (2002), including when a prisoner seeks injunctive 

relief, Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 847 (1994) (in cases seeking injunctive relief to 

address “current” prison conditions, inmates are not “free to bypass adequate internal 

prison procedures and bring their health and safety concerns directly to court”). And, it 

is explicitly mandatory. See Ross v. Blake, 136 S. Ct. 1850, 1856 (2016); see also Bock, 

549 U.S. at 211 (2007) (“There is no question that exhaustion is mandatory under the 

PLRA.”).14 

 The statute provides no exception for special circumstances. See Ross, 136 S. Ct. 

at 1856-57 (2016) (holding that the exhaustion requirement “suggests no limits on an 

inmate’s obligation to exhaust—irrespective of any ‘special circumstances’” and the 

“mandatory language means a court may not excuse a failure to exhaust, even to take 

such circumstances into account”). In fact, the only exception to the exhaustion 

requirement is when the administrative remedy process is “unavailable.” Id. at 1858. In 

Ross, the Supreme Court outlined just three situations in which a prisoner can show that 

the administrative remedy process is “unavailable”: (1) “when (despite what regulations 

                                                   
14 As described above, the history of the PLRA demonstrates that it intended to 

allow the BOP wide latitude to manage and supervise prisons. The Supreme Court has 
noted that “the history of the PLRA underscores the mandatory nature of its exhaustion 
regime.” Ross, 136 S. Ct. at 1857. “In enacting the PLRA, Congress thus substituted an 
‘invigorated’ exhaustion provision. . . . [T]he new § 1997e(a) removed the conditions that 
administrative remedies be ‘plain, speedy, and effective’ and that they satisfy minimum 
standards. Still more, the PLRA prevented a court from deciding that exhaustion would 
be unjust or inappropriate in a given case. As described earlier, all inmates must now 
exhaust all available remedies: Exhaustion is no longer left to the discretion of the 
district court.” Id. at 1858 (internal citations and quotations omitted).  
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or guidance materials may promise) it operates as a simple dead end—with officers 

unable or consistently unwilling to provide any relief to aggrieved inmates,” such as in 

the hypothetical situation in which “a prison handbook directs inmates to submit their 

grievances to a particular administrative office—but in practice that office disclaims the 

capacity to consider those petitions”; (2) when “some mechanism exists to provide 

relief, but no ordinary prisoner can discern or navigate it”; and (3) “when prison 

administrators thwart inmates from taking advantage of a grievance process through 

machination, misrepresentation, or intimidation.” Id. at 1859-60.  

Petitioners have not alleged that an administrative process is not available. 

Instead, they assert only the sort of “special circumstances” that Ross foreclosed. In 

doing so, they ignore entirely that the BOP regulations provide for an expedited 

response to administrative requests “determined to be of an emergency nature which 

threatens the inmate’s immediate health or welfare.” 28 C.F.R. § 542.18. In these 

circumstances, the warden “shall respond not later than the third calendar day after 

filing.” Id. Petitioners do not allege that they attempted to use the procedure, and in fact 

they did not. Nor do they allege that, in the words of Ross, the administrative procedure 

is a dead end.  

Additionally, the petitioners ignore that the Supreme Court defines “available” 

relief through the administrative process as some—not all—relief that the inmate seeks. 

Total and immediate relief is not the standard for exhaustion; “the possibility of some 

relief” is. Ross, 136 S. Ct. at 1859. Petitioners assert that they cannot obtain home 

confinement through the administrative grievance process. Pet. ¶ 18.15 But they do not 

                                                   
15 In fact, Petitioners could seek a change in their placement through the procedures 
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assert that the process could not potentially provide any relevant relief whatsoever. See 

generally id. ¶¶ 16-19. Their claims are thus barred because of their failure to 

administratively exhaust them. See generally Declaration of Dawn Nechupas 

(confirming that none of the petitioners has filed any administrative remedy request or 

appeal). 

The three Third Circuit cases on which the petitioners rely all predate the 

Supreme Court’s analysis of the mandatory nature of the exhaustion requirement in 

Ross, in 2016. See Cerverizzo v. Yost, 380 F. App’x 115 (3d Cir. 2010) (not precedential) 

(petitioner had administratively challenged BOP policy and its application to him, but 

appealed only to the warden); Woodall v. Fed. Bureau of Prisons, 432 F.3d 235 (3d Cir. 

2005) (petitioner challenged the validity of BOP guidelines, not their application); 

Lyons v. U.S. Marshals, 840 F.2d 202 (3d Cir. 1988) (finding genuine issue of material 

fact as to whether administrative process was actually available).  

The two district court cases on which the petitioners rely are not even PLRA 

cases. Carling v. Peters, 2000 WL 1022959 (E.D. Pa. July 10, 2000), addresses 

exhaustion in the context of determining the validity of a military enlistment contract. 

And United States v. Colvin, 2020 WL 1613943, at *2 (D. Conn. Apr. 2, 2020), analyzes 

exhaustion under the compassionate release statute, 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(1)(A), not the 

PLRA. The Connecticut district court’s waiver of the exhaustion requirement is directly 

contrary to the Third Circuit’s recent holding in Raia that, even during the COVID-19 

                                                   
outlined earlier. See United States v. Morales-Morales, 985 F. Supp. 229, 231 (D.P.R. 
1997) (rejecting request for home confinement on basis that the place of confinement is 
within the BOP’s discretion, and the petitioner had not administratively requested it). 
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pandemic, prisoners must permit the BOP 30 days to evaluate compassionate-release 

requests.  

In short, this Court “may not engraft an unwritten ‘special circumstances’ 

exception onto the PLRA’s exhaustion requirement.” Ross, 136 S. Ct. at 1862. Thus, even 

if the petitioners had presented a civil rights claim, it must be dismissed for failure to 

exhaust administrative remedies. And for the same reason, discovery may not proceed. 

VI. Petitioners cannot establish any violation of their Fifth or Eighth 
Amendment rights. 

 For purposes of completeness, we explain that the petitioners fail to state a claim 

even absent the failure to exhaust administrative remedies.   

A. The constitutional violations alleged require deliberate 
indifference.  

Petitioners allege that their continued incarceration at the FDC violates their 

Fifth and Eighth Amendment rights because of “conditions where it is virtually 

impossible to take steps to prevent transmission of an infectious disease that may prove 

deadly because of Petitioners’ vulnerable conditions.” Pet. ¶ 98. 

The Eighth Amendment protects inmates convicted of crimes from the infliction 

of “cruel and unusual punishments.” U.S. Const. Amend. VIII. The Supreme Court’s 

cases “have held that a prison official violates the Eighth Amendment only when two 

requirements are met.” Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 834 (1994). “First, the 

deprivation alleged must be, objectively, ‘sufficiently serious.’” Id. (quoting Wilson v. 

Seiter, 501 U.S. 294, 297 (1991)). Accordingly, “a prison official’s act or omission must 

result in the denial of ‘the minimal civilized measure of life’s necessities.” Id. (quoting 

Rhodes v. Chapman, 452 U.S. 337, 347 (1981)). A petitioner alleging a failure to prevent 
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harm “must show that he is incarcerated under conditions posing a substantial risk of 

serious harm.” Id.  

Second, “‘only the unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain implicates the 

Eighth Amendment.’” Id. (quoting Wilson, 501 U.S. at 297). Accordingly, for there to be 

an Eighth Amendment violation, “a prison official must have a ‘sufficiently culpable 

state of mind.’” Id. (quoting Wilson, 501 U.S. at 297). As the Supreme Court explained: 

“In prison-conditions cases that state of mind is one of ‘deliberate indifference’ to 

inmate health or safety.” Id. (quoting Wilson, 501 U.S. at 302-03). That is, the inmate 

must show that the prison official “knows of and disregards an excessive risk to inmate 

health or safety.” Id. at 837 (emphasis added).  

Similarly, for pretrial detainees, the Fifth Amendment prohibits deliberate 

indifference to health or safety. Harvey v. Chertoff, 263 F. App’x 188, 191 (3d Cir. 2008) 

(not precedential). The Third Circuit “previously . . . found it constitutionally adequate 

to analyze pretrial detainees’ claims of inadequate medical care under the familiar 

deliberate indifference standard.” Id. (citing Natale v. Camden County Correctional 

Facility, 318 F.3d 575, 581-82 (3d Cir. 2003)). Under the Fifth Amendment, as under 

the Eighth Amendment, “prison officials who actually knew of a substantial risk to 

inmate health or safety may be found free from liability if they responded reasonably to 

the risk, even if the harm ultimately was not averted.” Id. (quoting Farmer, 511 U.S. at 

844).16 

Petitioners here cannot establish a constitutional violation.  

                                                   
16 Petitioners themselves view any distinction between the Fifth and Eighth 

Amendment standards as “immaterial.” Pet. ¶ 100.  
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B. Petitioners are not subject to an unreasonable risk of harm at the 
FDC.  

Petitioners cannot establish that they have suffered a “sufficiently serious” 

deprivation. See Wilson, 501 U.S. at 297. To be sure, the spread of COVID-19 within the 

United States puts everyone at some degree of risk of getting sick, but the BOP has taken 

exhaustive steps to mitigate those risks throughout its inmate population, including 

with respect to the inmate population at the FDC. Those measures, which are outlined in 

detail in the Marler Declaration, include strict limitations on inmate movement within 

the FDC, suspension of most visits to the FDC, enhanced screening of staff and inmates, 

and the implementation of the BOP’s “modified operations” plan. See Marler Decl. ¶¶ 5-

14. And these measures have, thus far, been highly successful at preventing the 

transmission of COVID-19 into the FDC. To date, there are no confirmed positive cases, 

inmate or staff, of COVID-19. No inmate has required testing and no inmate appears to 

be exhibiting symptoms. Id. ¶ 4.  

One of the petitioners’ primary arguments is that inmates cannot effectively 

“socially distance” within the FDC. E.g. Pet. ¶¶ 106-08, 128. What they fail to appreciate 

is that this situation is also true of many unincarcerated members of the community 

who live with roommates or family members or who work in public-facing essential 

occupations. See Hines v. Youssef, 2015 WL 164215, at *4 (E.D. Cal. Jan. 13, 2015) 

(“Unless there is something about a prisoner’s conditions of confinement that raises the 

risk of exposure substantially above the risk experienced by the surrounding 

communities, it cannot be reasoned that the prisoner is involuntarily exposed to a risk 

the society would not tolerate.”). As described in the Marler Declaration, movement in 

and out of the FDC, and movement within the facility, has been minimized as much as 
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possible. Marler Decl. ¶¶ 5-7, 11-13. Each cell has been provided with cleaning supplies 

sufficient to kill the virus. Id. ¶ 14. And all inmates and staff have been provided masks 

to wear when social distancing is not possible.” Id. Accordingly, the petitioners are not 

subject to an unreasonable risk of harm.17 

C. The BOP has not shown deliberate indifference and has taken 
appropriate measures to protect the health of inmates at the FDC 
and the public.  

The petitioners likewise cannot satisfy the subjective element of the 

constitutional analysis, which requires them to prove that the official “knows of and 

disregards an excessive risk to inmate health or safety.” Farmer, 511 U.S. at 837. The 

test is subjective, meaning “the official must both be aware of facts from which the 

inference could be drawn that a substantial risk of serious harm exists, and he [or she] 

must also draw the inference.” Id. In order to support a claim for deliberate indifference 

to future health problems, the condition of confinement complained about must be 

“sure or very likely to cause serious illness.” Helling v. McKinney, 509 U.S. 25, 33 (1993) 

(regarding exposure to environmental tobacco smoke).18  

                                                   
17 Petitioners assert that the Second Circuit “acknowledged the ‘grave and 

enduring’ risk posed by COVID-19 in the correctional context in Fed. Defenders of New 
York, Inc. v. Federal Bureau of Prisons, 954 F.3d 118, 135 (2d Cir. 2020). Pet. ¶ 104. 
They fail to explain, however, that in that case, the Federal Defenders sued the BOP and 
Metropolitan Detention Center-Brooklyn warden not because of prison conditions 
allegedly affecting the inmates’ health or safety, but because of the BOP’s cancellation of 
inmate-attorney visits in 2019, long before the COVID-19 pandemic. Id. at 122-23. In 
dicta encouraging the parties to engage in “cooperative institutional discussions,” the 
Second Circuit focused not on the risk of COVID-19 to inmates’ health and safety, but on 
the “impact” of the situation on all stakeholders, including inmates, defense counsel, 
prosecutors, and the BOP. Id. at 135.  

18 In Helling, 509 U.S. at 33, the plaintiff inmate was in fact exposed to tobacco 
smoke from another inmate. And, in Plummer v. United States, 580 F.2d 72 (3rd Cir. 
1978), also cited by the petitioners, Pet. ¶ 103, the inmate was in fact exposed to the 
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What BOP has done in recent months is the very opposite of deliberate 

indifference—from profoundly changing prison operations to transferring over a 

thousand inmates to home confinement.  

Accordingly, the petitioners cannot establish that the conditions at the FDC, in 

light of the precautions being taken, are “sure or very likely” to lead to serious or fatal 

COVID-19 cases or that the facility has been deliberately indifferent to the risk of 

exposure. The district court for the Northern District of Illinois reached the same 

conclusion, even though in that case, the virus had already spread among inmates and 

staff at the facilities at issue. Money v. Pritzker, -- F. Supp. 3d --, 2020 WL 1820660, at 

*3, 18 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 10, 2020). The court found that prison officials came forward “with 

a lengthy list of the actions they have taken to protect [the facility’s] inmates,” and 

recognized that prison officials there (like BOP staff here) “are trying, very hard, to 

protect inmates against the virus and to treat those who have contracted it.” Id. at 18. 

There was no evidence to “support any suggestion that [prison officials] have turned a 

kind of blind eye and deaf ear to a known problem that would indicate ‘total unconcern’ 

for the inmates’ welfare.” Id. (quoting Rosario v. Brown, 670 F.3d 816, 821 (7th Cir. 

2012)). Accordingly, the actions of prison officials were not deliberately indifferent but, 

instead, “easily pass constitutional muster.” Id. This Court should find likewise, and 

should dismiss the petition.19  

                                                   
active tuberculosis of a fellow inmate. At the FDC, to the contrary, the BOP is unaware 
of any inmate or staff with COVID-19, and no inmate is exhibiting symptoms. Marler 
Decl. ¶ 4.  

19 While the petitioners may ultimately disagree whether the measures taken by 
the BOP are sufficient to protect and treat inmate health and safety (while also carrying 
out its mission to effectuate detention and criminal sentences), a difference of medical 
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Earlier today, Judge Beetlestone, acting on a motion filed by petitioner Hall in his 

criminal case for release to home confinement, rejected precisely the same 

constitutional claim he attempts to advance here. She wrote, in part: 

As of the filing of Hall’s motion, there have been no reported 
cases of COVID-19 in the FDC, see https://www.bop.gov/ 
coronavirus/, and the Bureau of Prisons (“BOP”) has 
instituted strict containment measures, such as mandatory 
quarantine, regular health checks, limits on inmate 
movement, and limitations on entry by outside individuals, 
see https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/20200313_covid-
19.jsp. In light of these measures, and in light of the fact that 
the City of Philadelphia to which Hall requests he be released 
has over 9,214 confirmed cases of COVID-19 and 365 deaths 
of COVID patients and rising as of the writing of this 
opinion, see https://www.phila.gov/programs/coronavirus-
disease-2019-covid-19/, Hall has not shown that the BOP’s 
efforts have been deliberately indifferent, or even that he 
“has a higher risk of contracting COVID-19 in custody than 
when released,” United States v. McDonald, 2020 WL 
1659937, at *3 (D. Nev. Apr. 3, 2020). Hall has also not 
shown that “the [FDC] would be unable to render treatment 
to [him] if he were to become infected,” United States v. 
Michael Calvert, 2020 WL 1847754, at *5 (D. Kan. Apr. 13, 
2020), or that he has been otherwise “denied the minimal 
civilized measures of life’s necessities,” [Fuentes v. Wagner, 
206 F.3d 335, 344 (3d Cir. 2000)]. Consequently, Hall has 
not demonstrated that his continued detention at the FDC 
constitutes cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the 
Eighth Amendment. See [United States v.] Price, 2020 WL 

                                                   
judgment cannot support deliberate indifference. See Scott v. Benson, 742 F.3d 335, 340 
(8th Cir. 2014) (holding that a “mere difference of opinion over matters of expert 
medical judgment or a course of medical treatment fail[s] to rise to the level of a 
constitutional violation”). Further, public health officials are entitled to heightened 
deference when exercising science-based public health judgment during a public health 
emergency. See, e.g., United States ex rel. Siegel v. Shinnick, 219 F. Supp. 789, 791 
(E.D.N.Y. 1963) (explaining in a habeas matter that “the judgment required is that of a 
public health officer and not of a lawyer used to insisting on positive evidence to support 
action; their task is to measure risk to the public . . . .”); Hickox v. Christie, 205 F. Supp. 
3d 579, 594 (D.N.J. 2016) (“To permit these constitutional claims to go forward . . . 
would be a judicial second-guessing of the discretionary judgments of public health 
officials acting within the scope of their (and not my) expertise.”). 
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1694347, at *2 n.3 [(D. Md. Apr. 7, 2020)] (denying sentence 
reduction pursuant to the Eighth Amendment where there 
was “no reason . . . to believe that the facility where 
[defendant was] incarcerated [was] not taking reasonable 
precautions to prevent spread within the facility . . . nor . . . 
that [defendant] would not be provided with appropriate 
medical care if she were unfortunate enough to join the 
hundreds of thousands of people who have been inflicted 
with this virus”); United States v. Gray, 2020 WL 1554392 
(D. Md. Apr. 1, 2020) (same); Calvert, 2020 WL 1847754, at 
*5 (rejecting Eighth Amendment for temporary pretrial 
release where there were “no known cases of COVID-19 at 
[defendant’s facility]; and there was no evidence that the 
facility would be unable to render treatment to [defendant] if 
he were to become infected”); McDonald, 2020 WL 1659937, 
at *3 (rejecting Eighth Amendment for temporary pretrial 
release where there was “no evidence that [prison was] 
unable to provide sufficient medical treatment to Defendant 
in light of him contracting COVID-19 in custody . . . [or] that 
Defendant has a higher risk of contracting COVID-19 in 
custody than when released”). 

 
Ex. B. The petitioners’ complaint fails for exactly the same reasons. (Further, Judge 

Beetlestone’s ruling at least stands as res judicata barring a claim here of Hall.) 

VII. Even if Petitioners could establish constitutional violations, the PLRA 
bars the broad relief that Petitioners seek.  

As described in more detail above, see supra Part V.A, Congress enacted the 

PLRA “to oust the federal judiciary from day-to-day prison management.” Inmates of 

Suffolk Cty. Jail, 129 F.3d at 655. Consistent with its goal of taking the federal judiciary 

out of the business of managing prisons, the PLRA: (a) precludes any single district 

court judge from ordering the release of prisoners because of prison conditions (and 

sharply limits the ability of three-judge panels to do so); and (b) narrowly circumscribes 

the permissible scope of other injunctive relief aimed at addressing unconstitutional 

prison conditions. These limitations also bar Petitioners’ requested relief, as explained 

below.  
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A. The PLRA precludes a single district court judge from ordering 
release of a prisoner based on prison conditions. 

As explained earlier, this action may not proceed under § 2241 to gain release of 

an inmate. And that remedy is not available in a civil rights action, either, in most 

circumstances. As also explained above, petitioners have made no effort to present a 

civil rights action. But even if they had, the Court could not grant the relief that 

petitioners seek. 

The PLRA places strict limits on courts’ ability to order the release of inmates “in 

any civil action in Federal court with respect to prison conditions” and precludes a 

single district judge from doing so. 18 U.S.C. § 3626(a)(3)(B).  

Under the PLRA, a “prisoner release order”—which “includes any order, 

including a temporary restraining order or preliminary injunctive relief, that has the 

purpose or effect of reducing or limiting the prison population, or that directs the 

release from or nonadmission of prisoners to a prison,” id. § 3626(g)(4)—may “be 

entered only by a three-judge court,” id. § 3626(a)(3)(B), and then only if certain 

conditions have been met. See also Bowers v. City of Philadelphia, 2006 WL 2601604, 

at *7 (E.D. Pa. Sept. 8, 2006) (construing “prisoner release order” broadly to encompass 

an order addressing prison overcrowding). Among other requirements, “no court shall 

enter a prisoner release order unless—(i) a court has previously entered an order for less 

intrusive relief that has failed to remedy the deprivation of the Federal right sought to be 

remedied through the prisoner release order; and (ii) the defendant has had a 

reasonable amount of time to comply with the previous court orders.” Id. § 

3626(a)(3)(A). 
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Section 3626 thus “restrict[s] the equity jurisdiction of federal courts,” Gilmore, 

220 F.3d at 999, and, “[b]y its terms . . . restricts the circumstances in which a court 

may enter an order ‘that has the purpose or effect of reducing or limiting the prison 

population.’” Plata, 563 U.S. at 511 (quoting 18 U.S.C. § 3626(g)(4)). The PLRA’s 

“requirements ensure that the ‘last remedy’ of a population limit is not imposed ‘as a 

first step.’” Id. at 514 (quoting Inmates of Occoquan v. Barry, 844 F.2d 828, 843 (D.C. 

Cir. 1988)). “The release of prisoners in large numbers . . . is a matter of undoubted, 

grave concern.” Id. at 501. 

The primary relief sought by the petitioners here is precisely the mass release of 

individuals held at the FDC as a remedy for allegedly unconstitutional conditions at the 

FDC. See Pet. at 1 (“This class action raises an urgent challenge to the confinement of 

more than one thousand pretrial detainees and sentenced inmates . . . at the Federal 

Detention Center of Philadelphia . . . .”); id. ¶¶ 124-34 (claim alleging violations of Fifth 

and Eighth Amendments based on alleged conditions at the FDC); id. at 39-40 

(requesting “immediate release of vulnerable persons to home confinement”). 

Petitioners’ lawsuit is thus undisputedly a “civil action with respect to prison conditions” 

governed by the PLRA. 18 U.S.C. § 3626(g)(2). Accordingly, the PLRA precludes the 

Court from releasing inmates as requested by the petitioners. 18 U.S.C. § 3626(a)(3)(B). 

The district court for the Northern District of Illinois recently reached this 

conclusion in a similar case seeking mass release of state inmates. In Money, 2020 WL 

1820660, at *2, “[p]laintiffs argue[d] that the prison setting makes them (and other 

purported class members) especially vulnerable to COVID-19, that the state 

government’s responses to the danger are insufficient or not fast enough or both, and 

that the only way to solve the problem is moving prisoners out of prisons.” The court 
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concluded that the relief sought—even if reframed as a “process” for an “expedited, 

individualized review and relocation” of inmates, rather than as the ordering of mass 

release—was indeed a “prisoner release order” subject to the PLRA. Id. at *13-14. The 

court therefore held that the PLRA prevented it from entering the relief requested by the 

petitioners for the release of inmates. Id. at *13-14. The same is true here, and the PLRA 

prohibits this Court from ordering the release of FDC detainees, whether by ordering 

directly, through a process of its own, or through a Special Master’s process. 

B. More broadly, the PLRA precludes district courts from ordering 
broad injunctive relief or supervision. 

In addition to sharply limiting judges’ ability to order the release of prisoners, the 

PLRA established a comprehensive set of standards to govern prospective relief in 

prison conditions cases. Section 3626(a)(1) provides that prospective relief “shall extend 

no further than necessary to correct the violation of the Federal right of a particular 

plaintiff or plaintiffs.” 18 U.S.C. § 3626(a)(1). Thus, a district court faced with a prison 

conditions suit may not grant or approve prospective relief “unless the court finds that 

such relief is narrowly drawn, extends no further than necessary to correct the violation 

of the Federal right, and is the least intrusive means necessary to correct the violation of 

the Federal right.” Id.  

Petitioners’ broad request that the Court order the FDC “to mitigate the serious 

risk of illness, death, and harm from COVID-19 to those who remain confined at the 

FDC”—with or without the aid of a Special Master—is neither narrowly drawn nor “the 

least intrusive means” to ensuring that the BOP is making every effort to protect 

detainees from the COVID-19 risk. As courts in this district have already concluded, 

BOP’s precautionary measures to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 at the FDC justify the 
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continued detention of individuals there, including those with medical conditions that 

might make them more susceptible to the dangers posed by COVID-19.  

As part of their requested prospective relief, petitioners specifically ask the Court 

to appoint a Special Master to”[c]hair a Coronavirus Release Committee to evaluate 

Vulnerable Persons and make recommendations for ameliorative action for other 

persons at the FDC,” Pet. at 40. This is not permitted under the PLRA.  

The PLRA limits appointments of special masters to two specific contexts: to 

“conduct hearings on the record and prepare proposed findings of fact,” and, “during 

the remedial phase of the action,” to assist if the “remedial phase will be sufficiently 

complex to warrant the appointment.” 18 U.S.C. § 3626(f)(1)(A)-(B); see also Webb v. 

Goord, 340 F.3d 105, 111 (2d Cir. 2003) (affirming rejection of request to appoint a 

special master in prisoner litigation alleging violations of Eighth Amendment as 

inappropriate under 18 U.S.C. § 3626(a)(1)(A)). Appointing a Special Master to chair 

petitioners’ requested “release committee” is outside what the PLRA allows.  

Moreover, appointing a Special Master to chair a “release committee” would 

usurp the role of each detainee’s detention or sentencing judge, and completely offend 

the criminal law provisions described earlier, such as the Bail Reform Act. If the 

processes provided for release from detention and reductions of sentences had been 

followed, that judge (and not this Court) would have received a motion under the Bail 

Reform Act or a motion for compassionate release from an FDC inmate. See Prudential 

Ins. Co. of Am. v. U.S. Gypsum Co., 991 F.2d 1080, 1086 (3d Cir. 1993) (analyzing high 

standard for appointment of special master under “exceptional condition” prong of Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 53 and noting that “[a] district court has no discretion to delegate its 
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adjudicatory responsibility in favor of a decision maker who has not been appointed by 

the President and confirmed by the Senate.”).  

Petitioners’ broad requests for injunctive relief and a Special Master are 

inconsistent with the PLRA and must be dismissed.  

VIII. The Court should strike petitioners’ class allegations.  

In addition to seeking their own release, and some vague review of prison 

operations, petitioners seek to represent a class “consisting of all current and future 

pretrial detainees, presentenced detainees, and sentenced inmates in custody at the FDC 

during the course of the COVID-19 pandemic.” Pet. ¶ 115. They request immediate 

release to home confinement for themselves and an amorphous subset of the putative 

class: “all others confined at the FDC whom Respondent has identified as medically 

vulnerable by virtue of their underlying health conditions or age.” Id. at 39 ¶ A.  

When it is clear from the pleading itself that the requirements for maintaining a 

class action cannot be met, a defendant may move to strike class allegations before a 

motion for class certification is filed. See, e.g., Zarichny v. Complete Payment Recovery 

Servs., Inc., 80 F. Supp. 3d 610, 624 (E.D. Pa. 2015). For a class to be certified under 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23, a plaintiff must show that the proposed class 

satisfies all four requirements of Rule 23(a): numerosity, commonality, typicality, and 

adequacy of representation. Here, there is no commonality or typicality because 

petitioners’ proposed class would combine pretrial, post-conviction, and post-

sentencing inmates with different charges, convicted crimes, imposed sentences, 

remaining sentences, disciplinary histories, ages, medical histories, availabilities of 

homes outside of prison, likelihoods of violation or recidivism, and dangers to the 
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community. Moreover, class members likely have different means to provide for 

themselves upon release and different access to medical care upon release.  

In short, petitioners’ putative class does not account for any of the myriad factors 

that are left to the discretion of both judicial officers and the BOP in making 

determinations that are central to a reasoned decision of whether a particular detainee 

or inmate should or should not be released to home confinement. See Walmart Stores, 

Inc. v. Dukes, 564 U.S. 338, 350 (2011) (to satisfy Rule 23(a)(2) each class member’s 

claim must depend upon a common contention “of such a nature that it is capable of 

classwide resolution—which means that the determination of its truth or falsity will 

resolve an issue that is central to the validity of each one of the claims in one stroke”).  

The petitioners’ unique circumstances illustrate this point. Hall is a convicted 

murderer with multiple felony convictions, facing a Sentencing Guidelines range of 30 

years to life in prison. He is a clear danger to the community and a flight risk. Answering 

whether it violates the Constitution to continue to detain him, in light of risks from 

COVID-19, does not answer the same question for differently situated detainees. Indeed, 

absent class members might well be prejudiced if their claims were to succeed or fail 

based on Hall’s circumstances. Likewise, Brown’s detention raises special 

considerations. Among other things, Brown was a fugitive at the time of his arrest on 

federal charges and therefore has a demonstrated history of flight from justice. And, 

finally, Hannigan raises unique concerns because he was sentenced to 52 months in 

prison only two months ago, has not yet been designated to an institution, and there are 

other grave reasons, discussed separately under seal, why he should not be placed in 

home confinement.  
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Petitioners cannot show adequacy of representation because they demand a 

dramatic remedy that would have a profound effect on members of the class without 

considering the impact on the class members. Petitioners purport to request an 

immediate order of home confinement for a significant number of detainees. Some 

detainees, if released, would be homeless and without access to food, shelter, or medical 

care in the midst of a grave pandemic that is having a substantial impact on the nation. 

Petitioners’ failure to consider or account for such concerns in the immediate and 

sweeping relief that they seek demonstrates that they are not fit to represent the 

members of their proposed class.  

IX. No institution-wide or agency-wide discovery is appropriate here. 

The government has already provided to petitioners’ counsel the BOP medical 

records of all three petitioners, Hannigan’s presentence investigation report, and other 

documents relating to Hannigan’s circumstances.20 In addition, the BOP’s website, 

which petitioners evidently disregarded in crafting their petition, is remarkably detailed 

and transparent regarding its efforts to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. See 

https://www.bop.gov/coronavirus/. The website addresses many of petitioners’ 

questions and concerns, without further burdening agency staff in the midst of their 

full-time efforts to protect the health of BOP inmates and staff. 

With respect to other discovery, the government awaits petitioners’ submission in 

order to evaluate their requests. However, in light of the numerous and profound 

inadequacies in the petitioners’ substantive and class allegations, described at length 

                                                   
20 We also have advised petitioners that BOP does not possess a list of FDC inmates 
with special vulnerability to COVID-19, as petitioners had requested. Further, any 
disclosure of medical information regarding other inmates raises significant privacy 
issues. 
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above, the government is highly skeptical that any further discovery would be 

appropriate and will take appropriate action if presented with improper discovery 

requests. See Bracy v. Gramley, 520 U.S. 899, 904 (1997) (“A habeas petitioner, unlike 

the usual civil litigant in federal court, is not entitled to discovery as a matter of ordinary 

course.”). The BOP is currently consumed with its response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Making arrangements for a judicial visit to or inspection of the FDC, the deposition of 

the FDC warden or any other BOP official, or other burdensome discovery, would not 

benefit the FDC inmates and staff, and may unnecessarily put them (or others) at risk, 

all in pursuit of claims that are clearly barred by law.  
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X. Conclusion 

The Court should dismiss petitioners’ complaint in its entirety for lack of subject 

matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 2241. Petitioners, on behalf of themselves only, 

can raise their requests for release to the BOP or the appropriate trial or sentencing 

judge for individualized determinations. Further, a petitioner may if he chooses present 

a civil rights action, but only after exhausting administrative remedies and complying in 

all other respects with the PLRA and any other applicable law. 

     Respectfully submitted, 
 

Dated: April 20, 2020  
  

 
/s William M. McSwain   
WILLIAM M. McSWAIN 
United States Attorney 

  
 
/s Susan R. Becker for GBD  
GREGORY B. DAVID 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 
 
 
/s Robert A. Zauzmer   
ROBERT A. ZAUZMER 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief of Appeals 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
/s Landon Y. Jones III   
LANDON Y. JONES III 
REBECCA MELLEY 
Assistant United States Attorneys 
615 Chestnut Street, Suite 1250 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-4476 
landon.jones@usdoj.gov 
Tel.: (215) 861-8323/8328 
Fax: (215) 861-8618 
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April 6, 2020 

MEMORANDUM FOR ALL HEADS OF DEPARTMENT COMPONENTS AND 
ALL UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE ATTORNEY GENERALW~ 

Litigating Pre-Trial Detention Issues During the COVID-19 
Pandemic 

The mission of the Department of Justice is to enforce our nation's laws and to ensure the 
safe and fair administration of justice. We have an obligation to maintain public safety and to 
protect victims and witnesses from threats and retaliation, and we must also safeguard the health 
and safety of those remanded to our custody. As always, controlling weight should be given to 
public safety, and under no circumstance should those who present a risk to any person or the 
community be released. But the current COVID-19 pandemic requires that we also ensure we are 
giving appropriate weight to the potential risks facing certain individuals from being remanded to 
federal custody. Each case must be evaluated on its own and, where appropriate, the risks the 
pandemic presents should be part of your analysis, as elaborated further below. 

First, the Bail Reform Act ("BRA") remains the governing statute for pretrial detention 
issues and you are to continue enforcing that provision according to its terms. As you know, the 
BRA provides that a defendant must be detained pending trial where "no condition or combination 
of conditions will reasonably assure the appearance of the person as required and the safety of any 
other person and the community." 18 U.S.C. § 3142(e)(l). 

For certain crimes, it is presumed that "no condition or combination of conditions of release 
will reasonably assure the appearance of the person as required and the safety of the community." 
18 U.S.C. § 3142(e)(3). We should continue applying the BRA's factors and that presumption 
according to their terms. We simply cannot agree to anything that will put the public at risk. 
COVID-19 presents real risks, but so does allowing violent gang members and child predators to 
roam free. When you believe a defendant poses a risk to the safety of any person or the community 
at large, you should continue to seek remand as zealously today as you would have before the 
pandemic began, in accordance with the BRA's plain terms. Protecting the public from criminals 
is our paramount obligation. 
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 Second, in applying the familiar BRA analysis, which already includes some consideration 
of the defendant’s “physical and mental condition,” id., you should now consider the medical risks 
associated with individuals being remanded into federal custody during the COVID-19 pandemic.  
Even with the extensive precautions we are currently taking, each time a new person is added to a 
jail, it presents at least some risk to the personnel who operate that facility and to the people 
incarcerated therein.  It also presents risk to the individual being remanded into custody—risk that 
is particularly acute for individuals who are vulnerable to a serious infection under the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”) Guidelines. 

 We have an obligation to minimize these risks to the extent possible while remaining 
faithful to the BRA’s text and discharging our overriding obligation to protect the public.  That 
means you should consider not seeking detention to the same degree we would under normal 
circumstances—specifically, for those defendants who have not committed serious crimes and 
who present little risk of flight (but no threat to the public) and who are clearly vulnerable to 
COVID-19 under CDC Guidelines.  In this analysis, the risk of flight and seriousness of the offense 
must be weighed against the defendant’s vulnerability to COVID-19. Accordingly, we should 
continue to seek detention for defendants who are charged with serious crimes and who pose a 
substantial risk of flight, or for defendants who would normally warrant detention under the BRA 
and who are not vulnerable to COVID-19 under CDC Guidelines. 

 Third, these same considerations should govern your litigation of motions filed by detained 
defendants seeking release in light of the pandemic.  In these cases, the Court has already made a 
finding based on the evidence presented that a defendant posed a risk of flight or a danger to the 
community and should therefore be remanded pending trial.  In assessing whether it is appropriate 
to revisit that determination, you should also consider the potential risk that the defendant will 
spread COVID-19 in his or her community upon release.  At the same time that the defendant’s 
risk from COVID-19 should be a significant factor in your analysis, you should also consider any 
risk that releasing the defendant would pose to the public.  This consideration will depend on the 
facts and circumstances of each defendant and the facility where he or she is being held, and you 
should factor this consideration into your analysis as appropriate.  Our duty to protect the public 
extends to protecting it from contagion spread by someone released from our custody. 

* * * 

The factors and considerations discussed herein should guide your analysis of pretrial 
detention issues while the pandemic is ongoing, but what position to take in each particular case 
is ultimately your decision.  We must adapt to the current difficult circumstances, while also 
ensuring that we never deviate from our duty to keep the public safe from dangerous criminals.  
Please exercise your discretion appropriately.    
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

 
v. 
 

ANTHONY HALL 
 

CRIMINAL ACTION 
NO.  15-496-9  

                                      

  
 

MEMORANDUM OPINION 

Defendant Anthony Hall was convicted by a jury of one count of conspiracy to distribute 

100 grams or more phencyclidine, in violation of 21 U.S.C. §§ 846 and 841(a)(1), (b)(1)(A), and 

of two counts of possession with intent to distribute phencyclidine, in violation of 21 U.S.C. 

§ 841(a)(1).  He is currently detained at the Federal Detention Center (“FDC”) in Philadelphia 

pending sentencing.  Hall, who states that he was diagnosed with renal failure in 2010, “is 

obese[,] and suffers from hypertension,” moves for release from detention and placement in 

home confinement pending sentencing.  He makes his request pursuant to the Eighth 

Amendment of the United States Constitution,1 in consideration of the COVID-19 pandemic and 

the risk posed by COVID-19 to persons with underlying health condition.  Hall argues that his 

current conditions of confinement violate the Constitution by cruelly exposing him to the 

possibility of contracting COVID-19.  

The Eighth Amendment prohibits the infliction of “cruel and unusual punishment.”  U.S. 

Const. amend. IV.  But “the Amendment proscribes more than physically barbarous 

punishments;” it also establishes an affirmative obligation on the government “to provide 

medical care for those whom it is punishing by incarceration.”  Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 

                                                 
1 Though the government argues Hall is not entitled to release pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3143(a)(2), Hall has not 
raised a statutory argument. 
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102-03 (1976).  “[N]ot every governmental action affecting the interests or well-being of a 

prisoner is subject to Eighth Amendment scrutiny[, however].  After incarceration, only the 

unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain constitutes cruel and unusual punishment. . . .”  

Fuentes v. Wagner, 206 F.3d 335, 344 (3d Cir. 2000) (internal quotations and citations omitted).  

Specifically, “[w]hen an Eighth Amendment claim arises in the context of a challenge to 

conditions of confinement, [a reviewing court] must determine if prison officials acted with 

deliberate indifference to the inmate’s health.  The objective inquiry is whether the inmate was 

denied the minimal civilized measure of life’s necessities.”  Id. at 345. 

As of the filing of Hall’s motion, there have been no reported cases of COVID-19 in the 

FDC, see https://www.bop.gov/coronavirus/, and the Bureau of Prisons (“BOP”) has instituted 

strict containment measures, such as mandatory quarantine, regular health checks, limits on 

inmate movement, and limitations on entry by outside individuals, see 

https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/20200313_covid-19.jsp.2  In light of these measures, and in 

light of the fact that the City of Philadelphia to which Hall requests he be released has over 9,214 

confirmed cases of COVID-19 and 365 deaths of COVID patients and rising as of the writing of 

this opinion, see https://www.phila.gov/programs/coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-19/, Hall has 

not shown that the BOP’s efforts have been deliberately indifferent, or even that he “has a higher 

risk of contracting COVID-19 in custody than when released,” United States v. McDonald, 2020 

WL 1659937, at *3 (D. Nev. Apr. 3, 2020).  Hall has also not shown that “the [FDC] would be 

unable to render treatment to [him] if he were to become infected,”  United States v. Michael 

Calvert, 2020 WL 1847754, at *5 (D. Kan. Apr. 13, 2020), or that he has been otherwise “denied 

                                                 
2 Further, though Hall “contends that [the FDC’s] practices do not [adequately] protect against the spread of 
COVID-19 . . . ,[e]ven if true, this argument fails to recognize the unfortunate reality that public health officials are 
struggling to contain the spread of the virus in the general public as well.”  United States v. Gray, 2020 WL 
1554392, at *2 n.3 (D. Md. Apr. 1, 2020).   
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the minimal civilized measures of life’s necessities,” Wagner, 206 F.3d at 345.  Consequently, 

Hall has not demonstrated that his continued detention at the FDC constitutes cruel and unusual 

punishment in violation of the Eighth Amendment.  See Price, 2020 WL 1694347, at *2 n.3 

(denying sentence reduction pursuant to the Eighth Amendment where there was “no reason . . . 

to believe that the facility where [defendant was] incarcerated [was] not taking reasonable 

precautions to prevent spread within the facility . . . nor . . . that [defendant] would not be 

provided with appropriate medical care if she were unfortunate enough to join the hundreds of 

thousands of people who have been inflicted with this virus”); United States v. Gray, 2020 WL 

1554392 (D. Md. Apr. 1, 2020) (same); Calvert, 2020 WL 1847754, at *5 (rejecting Eighth 

Amendment for temporary pretrial release where there were “no known cases of COVID-19 at 

[defendant’s facility]; and there was no evidence that the facility would be unable to render 

treatment to [defendant] if he were to become infected”); McDonald, 2020 WL 1659937, at *3 

(rejecting Eighth Amendment for temporary pretrial release where there was “no evidence that 

[prison was] unable to provide sufficient medical treatment to Defendant in light of him 

contracting COVID-19 in custody . . . [or] that Defendant has a higher risk of contracting 

COVID-19 in custody than when released”).3 

Defendant’s request to be released to home confinement will be denied.4 

An appropriate order follows. 
                                                 
3 Though not Eighth Amendment cases, the Third Circuit’s decisions in Raia and Roeder further support this 
conclusion.  See United States v. Raia, 2020 WL 1647922, at *2 (3d Cir. Apr. 2, 2020) (explaining that while 
COVID-19 presents “risks” to inmates, “the mere existence of COVID-19 in society and the possibility that it may 
spread to a particular prison alone cannot independently justify” release, “especially considering [Bureau of Prison’s 
(“BOP”)] statutory role, and its extensive and professional efforts to curtail the virus’s spread”); United States v. 
Roeder, 2020 WL 1545872, at *3 (3d Cir. Apr. 1, 2020) (“[T]he existence of some health risk to every federal 
prisoner as the result of this global pandemic does not, without more, provide the sole basis for granting release to 
each and every prisoner within our Circuit.”).   
 
4 In the alternative, Hall requests a hearing.  Hall has not identified any authority for the proposition that he entitled 
to a hearing, “and the Court is able to resolve the motion without a hearing or oral argument.”  United States v. 
Loveings, 2020 WL 1501859, at *3 (W.D. Pa. Mar. 30, 2020) (deciding request for temporary release under 18 
U.S.C. § 3142(i) on the briefs). 
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April 20, 2020    BY THE COURT: 
 
 
 
       /s/ Wendy Beetlestone 
       _______________________________ 
       WENDY BEETLESTONE, J.  
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

 
v. 
 

ANTHONY HALL 
 

CRIMINAL ACTION 
NO.  15-496-9  

                                      

  
 

O R D E R 
 
 AND NOW, this 20th day of April, upon consideration of Defendant’s Motion for Bail 

(ECF 982) and the Government’s Response thereto (ECF 983), IT IS ORDERED that this 

motion is DENIED.  

 

       BY THE COURT: 
 
 
 
       /s/ Wendy Beetlestone 
       _______________________________ 
       WENDY BEETLESTONE, J.  
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I N  T H E  U N I T E D  S T A T E S  D I S T R I C T  C O U R T   
F O R  T H E  E A S T E R N  D I S T R I C T  O F  P E N N S Y L V A N I A  

TIMOTHY BROWN, MYLES HANNIGAN, 
and ANTHONY HALL, 
 
 Petitioners, 
 

v. 
 
SEAN MARLER, 
 
 Respondent. 
 

 
 
 
 
 No. 2:20-cv-01914 
 

 
 

DECLARATION OF WARDEN SEAN MARLER 
 
 I, SEAN MARLER, hereby declare and state as follows: 

1. I am the warden employed by the United States Department of Justice, Federal 

Bureau of Prisons (“BOP”), Federal Detention Center (“FDC”) in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

2. I submit this declaration in connection with Respondents’ response to Petitioners’ 

habeas corpus petition.   

3. FDC Philadelphia is a detention center that houses male and female offenders 

being held in pretrial detention from the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, District of New Jersey 

and the District of Delaware.  Additionally, the FDC houses inmates who have been sentenced 

and are in-transit to their designated institution, as well as detainees awaiting hearings from the 

United States Parole Commission.  There is a female work cadre that houses a small number of 

designated female inmates. 

4. The BOP’s response at FDC Philadelphia to the COVID-19 pandemic has been 

swift and appears to be effective.  To date, there are no confirmed positive cases, inmate or staff, 
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of COVID-19.  No inmate has required testing, and no inmate appears to be exhibiting 

symptoms.  

I. Steps taken by the BOP and FDC to address COVID-19 

5. INMATE MOVEMENT: Inmate internal movement is suspended with limited 

exceptions. These movement exceptions may include, but are not limited to, transfers related to 

forensic studies, writs, Interstate Agreements on Detainers (“IAD”), medical or mental health 

reasons (including local medical trips), and residential placements. The BOP may need to move 

inmates to better manage the detention bed space as well as to assure that administrative facilities 

do not become overcrowded beyond available resources. Any inmate authorized for movement 

from all facilities must have been in BOP custody for greater than 14 days; will be subject to a 

medical exit screening; and must be free of symptoms.  

6. SOCIAL VISITS:  Social visits have been suspended since March 13, 2020 and 

will continue to be suspended until May 18, 2020.  BOP has increased inmate telephone system 

minutes to 500 minutes per calendar month Bureau-wide; inmates are not charged for those calls.  

7. LEGAL VISITS: Legal visits have been suspended until May 18, 2020. Case-by-

case approval at the local level for in-person visits and confidential legal calls will be allowed in 

order to ensure access to counsel.  At the FDC, the Legal Department handles all requests for 

legal visits, while the Unit Team will handle requests for legal calls.  If approved for an in-person 

visit, the attorney will need to undergo advanced health screening, including a temperature check.   

8. SCREENING OF STAFF:  FDC implemented enhanced health screening of staff 

on March 20, 2020, after the CDC designated the local area as an area of “sustained community 

transmission.”  Such screening includes self-reporting and temperature checks. 
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9. SCREENING OF INMATES:  The BOP will continue to screen inmates for 

COVID-19. All newly-arriving BOP inmates are screened for COVID-19 exposure risk factors 

and symptoms.  If the inmate is a new commit, who has not been in BOP custody for the 

previous 14 days, he or she will be placed in quarantine.  Asymptomatic inmates with exposure 

risk factors are quarantined.  Symptomatic inmates with exposure risk factors will be isolated and 

tested for COVID-19 per local health authority protocols.  At the FDC, there is a housing unit 

that has been designated for quarantine and, if needed, isolation.  Procedures for this housing unit 

are consistent with BOP guidelines to protect inmates and staff and to monitor these inmates for 

any symptoms.  

10. OFFICIAL STAFF TRAVEL: Official staff travel, with the exception of 

relocation travel or staff deployed to assist other facilities, is suspended until May 31, 2020.  

11. TRAINING:  All staff training is suspended (including conferences and 

meetings), with the exception of basic training for new staff, until May 31, 2020.  

12. CONTRACTORS:  Contractors performing essential services or necessary 

maintenance on essential systems will undergo advanced health screening, including a 

temperature check. All other contractor access is suspended. Contractors who require access will 

be screened using the same procedures as staff prior to entry. Essential services include, for 

example, medical services, mental health services, religious services and critical infrastructure 

repairs.  All contractors (and any other visitors) must complete the Visitor/Volunteer/Contractor 

COVID-19 Screening Tool, a form asking about symptoms and requiring a temperature check.  

13. VOLUNTEERS:  Volunteer visits are suspended until May 18, 2020, unless 

approved by the Deputy Director of the BOP. Alternate means of communication will be 

considered for inmates who request to speak with a religious advisor. Volunteers who are 
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approved for access will be screened using the same procedures as staff prior to entry and, as 

noted above, must complete the Visitor/Volunteer/Contractor COVID-19 Screening Tool. 

14. MODIFIED OPERATIONS: BOP is implementing modified operations to 

maximize social distancing in our facilities.  On April 1, 2020, the BOP moved to a stay-in-place 

phase.  Inmates are confined to their cell, except that limited group gatherings will be allowed to 

the extent practical to access the commissary, laundry, showers, telephone and the Trust Fund 

Limited Computer System (“TRULINCS”), which provides email.1  At the FDC, inmates are 

allowed out of their cells, in small groups, one hour a day, to allow them to take a shower and use 

the phone or email.  Commissary and laundry exchange are done once a week during the lunch 

meal.  Housing Unit orderlies will work periodically throughout the day to sanitize high touch 

areas.  Each cell was provided with cleaning supplies, including a chemical rated to kill the 

coronavirus.  All inmates and staff have been provided masks to wear when social distancing is 

not possible.     

II. The FDC’s Implementation of the BOP’s Action Plan 

15. The above-described modified operations result from implementation of the 

BOP’s Action Plan for COVID-19 response. The Action Plan has been implemented nationally 

in six phases to date, which are described in detail on the BOP’s website: 

https://www.bop.gov/coronavirus/index.jsp. 

                                                           
1 TRULINCS is the internal Bureau computer and electronic message platform that inmates use 
to communicate with staff in the institutions and individuals in the community. Through this 
platform, inmates receive updates, notices, and can read inmate bulletins posted on the system by 
Bureau staff. 
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Phase One 

16. In January 2020, the BOP began Phase One of its Action Plan for COVID-19. 

Phase One activities included, among other things, seeking guidance from the BOP’s Health 

Services Division regarding COVID-19 and its symptoms, where in the United States infections 

were occurring, and the best practices to mitigate its transmission. In addition, an agency task 

force was established to begin strategic planning for COVID-19 BOP-wide. This strategic 

planning included building on the BOP’s existing procedures for pandemics, such as 

implementing its pre-approved Pandemic Influenza Plan. From January 2020 through the present, 

the BOP has been coordinating its COVID-19 efforts with subject-matter experts both inside and 

outside of the agency. BOP has implemented guidance and directives from the World Health 

Organization (“WHO”), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”), the Office of 

Personnel Management (“OPM”), the Department of Justice (“DOJ”), and the Office of the Vice 

President. 

Phase Two 

17. On March 13, 2020, the BOP implemented “Phase Two” of its Action Plan.2 

Phase Two put into place a number of restrictions across all Bureau facilities over a 30-day 

period, to be reevaluated upon the conclusion of that time period. Specifically, the BOP 

suspended the following activities for a period of 30 days, with certain limited exceptions: social 

visits; legal visits; inmate facility transfers; official staff travel; staff training; contractor access; 

volunteer visits; and tours. To help ensure inmates maintained social ties, the BOP increased the 

telephone allotment to 500 minutes per month.  

                                                           
2 See https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/20200313_covid-19.jsp. 
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18. At the FDC, a procedure was put into place to allow necessary legal visitation and 

increased legal calls so that inmates could maintain contact with their counsel. The Legal 

Department was selected as the point of contact for legal visitation. An attorney may contact 

Staff Attorney Alisha Gallagher, who reviews the request to determine urgency and the need for 

an in-person visit. I have the final authority to approve visits. The Unit Managers continue to 

review requests for legal calls and their staff provide the calls. There has been no change to the 

mail procedures; inmates continue to receive mail and can contact their attorneys via email and 

monitored phone lines. 

19. In addition, during Phase Two, inmates were subjected to new screening 

requirements. Specifically, all newly arriving BOP inmates were screened for COVID-19 

symptoms and “exposure risk factors,” including, for example, if the inmate had traveled from or 

through any high-risk COVID-19 locations (as determined by the CDC), or had had close contact 

with anyone testing positive for COVID-19. Asymptomatic inmates with exposure risk factors 

were quarantined, and symptomatic inmates with exposure risk factors were isolated and 

evaluated for possible COVID-19 testing by local BOP medical providers. 

20. Staff were also subjected to enhanced health screening in areas of “sustained 

community transmission,” as determined by the CDC, and at medical referral centers. 

Pennsylvania was designated a “sustained community transmission” state on March 19, 2020, 

and the FDC implemented this enhanced screening for staff and contractors at that time. The 

enhanced screening measures required all staff to self-report any symptoms consistent with 

COVID-19, as well as any known or suspected COVID-19 exposure, and further required all 

staff to have their temperature taken upon entry into any BOP facility. 
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21. Finally, in addition to the measures listed above, the BOP implemented national 

“modified operations” in order to maximize social distancing within BOP facilities. These 

modifications included staggered meal times and staggered recreation times, for example, in 

order to limit congregated gatherings. Additionally, the BOP established a set of quarantine and 

isolation procedures for known or potential cases of COVID-19. 

Phase Three 

22. On March 18, 2020, the BOP implemented Phase Three of the COVID-19 Action 

Plan for BOP locations that perform administrative services (i.e., non-prison locations), which 

followed DOJ, Office of Management and Budget, and OPM guidance for maximizing 

telework.3 In this phase, individuals who had the ability to telework and whose job functions did 

not require them to be physically present were directed to begin teleworking. Because of FDC’s 

mission, no FDC staff are teleworking.  

23. Additionally, as part of this phase, and in accordance with the Pandemic Influenza 

contingency plan, all cleaning, sanitation, and medical supplies were inventoried. 

Phase Four 

24. On March 26, 2020, the BOP implemented Phase Four of its Action Plan. In 

Phase Four, the BOP revised its preventative measures for all institutions. Specifically, the 

agency updated its quarantine and isolation procedures to require all newly admitted inmates to 

the BOP, whether in areas of sustained community transmission or not, to be assessed using a 

screening tool and temperature check. This screening tool and temperature check applied to all 

new intakes, detainees, commitments, prisoners returned on writ from judicial proceedings, and 

parole violators, regardless of their method of arrival. Thus, all new arrivals to any BOP 
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institution—even those who were asymptomatic—were placed in quarantine for a minimum of 

14 days or until cleared by medical staff. Symptomatic inmates were placed in isolation until they 

tested negative for COVID-19 or were cleared by medical staff as meeting CDC criteria for 

release from isolation.   

25. Under current procedures, at the FDC, if an inmate begins to develop COVID-19 

symptoms, staff will conduct a COVID-19 test and send it to a lab for results.  The inmate will be 

placed in isolation until the results of the test are received, and FDC staff will provide medical 

treatment. If the inmate’s health declines to the point that FDC staff believe the inmate can no 

longer be treated at the FDC, FDC staff will contact the local public health authorities to 

determine which hospital can treat the inmate.  

26. At the FDC, an empty housing unit (“7 North”) was opened as a quarantine unit. 

Guidance was provided to staff on the proper personal protective equipment to be utilized while 

on this housing unit and interacting with inmates. The unit is restricted to those staff necessary to 

provide the mission of the unit. Inmates on this unit are restricted to their cell except when 

escorted by a staff member for showers, phone calls, or video court proceedings. Inmates are 

monitored twice a day by health services staff for symptoms of COVID-19. After 14 days, if the 

inmate has not developed symptoms, they are then placed into general population. 

 Phase Five 

27. On March 31, 2020, the BOP Director ordered the implementation of Phase 5 of 

its COVID-19 Action Plan, which took effect on April 1, 2020.4 Specifically, the Director 

ordered the following steps to be taken: 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
3 https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/pdfs/20200324_bop_press_release_covid19_update.pdf 
4 https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/20200331_covid19_action_plan_5.jsp 
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a. For a 14-day period, inmates in every institution will be secured in their assigned 

cells/quarters to decrease the spread of the virus. 

b. During this time, to the extent practicable, inmates should still have access to 

programs and services that are offered under normal operating procedures, such as mental health 

treatment and education. 

c. In addition, the BOP is coordinating with the United States Marshals Service 

(“USMS”) to significantly decrease incoming movement during this time.  

d. After 14 days, this decision will be reevaluated and a decision made as to whether 

or not to return to modified operations. 

e. Limited group gathering will be afforded to the extent practical to facilitate 

commissary, laundry, showers, telephone, and TRULINCS access. 

Phase Five 

28. Phase Five was implemented at the FDC on April 1, 2020. Thus, all inmates at the 

FDC are confined to their cells for the majority of each day. Inmates are permitted to leave their 

cells in small groups on a rotating basis at designated times in order to engage in activities such 

as showers, phones, and TRULINCS. For meals, inmates are released in small groups to retrieve 

their meals and then return to their cells. 

29. This modification to the BOP’s action plan is based on health concerns, not 

disruptive inmate behavior. Inmates may be outside their cells in these small groups for 

approximately an hour per day. During these time periods, inmates have been directed to 

maintain appropriate physical distancing.  

30. On April 6, 2020, additional social distancing measures were implemented in all 

facilities. All staff members and inmates were issued surgical masks to be used in interaction 
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with persons when social distancing was not possible. Masks were issued to staff members and 

inmates on April 6, 2020 and are reissued weekly. 

Phase Six 

31. On April 13, 2020, the BOP Director ordered implementation of Phase 6 of its 

COVID-19 Action Plan.5 Specifically, the Bureau continued its nationwide action as described in 

Phase 5 Action Plan until May 18, 2020. Additionally, the suspension of visitation was extended 

until May 18, 2020. All staff training and official travel was suspended until May 31, 2020. All 

staff and inmates will continue to be issued face masks and strongly encouraged to wear an 

appropriate face covering when in public areas when social distancing cannot be achieved.  

III. The BOP’s Authority to Place Inmates on Home Confinement 

32. The BOP’s statutory authority to transfer prisoners to home confinement rests in 

18 U.S.C. § 3624(c)(2) and 34 U.S.C. § 60541.  The BOP’s policy and procedures regarding 

home confinement are outlined in BOP Program Statement 7320.01, Home Confinement, 

attached as Exhibit 1, and BOP Operations Memorandum, Home Confinement under the First 

Step Act, attached as Exhibit 2.  Both statutes set forth certain limitations with respect to the 

BOP’s transfer authority.  See 18 U.S.C. § 3624(c)(2) and 34 U.S.C. § 60541.  However, 

pursuant to the Attorney General’s directives in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, dated March 

26, 2020 and April 3, 2020, described below, and given the surge in positive cases at select sites, 

the BOP began immediately reviewing all inmates who have COVID-19 risk factors, as 

described by the CDC, to determine which inmates are suitable for home confinement.  Since the 

release of the Attorney General’s March 26, 2020 memorandum, the BOP is prioritizing transfers 

                                                           
5 https://www.bop.gov/resources/news/pdfs/20200414_press_release_action_plan_6.pdf 
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to home confinement of all suitable inmates as an appropriate response to the COVID-19 

pandemic.  

IV. The Attorney General’s March 26, 2020 Memorandum for the Director of the BOP  
 

33. On March 26, 2020, the Attorney General issued a Memorandum for the Director 

of the Bureau of Prisons (the March 26 Memorandum) to ensure that, in light of the COVID-19 

pandemic, BOP utilizes home confinement, where appropriate, to protect the health and safety of 

BOP personnel and people in BOP’s custody.  A copy of the March 26 Memorandum is attached 

as Exhibit 3.  Pursuant to the Memorandum, BOP is prioritizing the use of its statutory 

authorities to grant home confinement for inmates seeing transfer in connection with the ongoing 

COVID-19 pandemic.  The March 26 Memorandum noted that many inmates will be safer in 

BOP facilities where the population is controlled and there is ready access to doctors and medical 

care.  But for some eligible inmates, home confinement might be more effective in protecting 

their health. 

34. In assessing whether home confinement should be granted pursuant to the March 

26 Memorandum, BOP considers the totality of circumstances for each individual inmate, the 

statutory requirements for home confinement, and the following non-exhaustive list of 

discretionary factors:  

a. The age and vulnerability of the inmate to COVID-19, in 
accordance with the CDC guidelines; 

b. The security level of the facility currently holding the inmate, with 
priority given to inmates residing in low and minimum security facilities; 

c. The inmate’s conduct in prison, with inmates who have engaged in 
violent or gang-related activity in prison or who have incurred a BOP violation 
within the last year not receiving priority treatment; 
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d. The inmate’s score under PATTERN (the Prisoner Assessment 
Tool Targeting Estimated Risk and Need),6 with inmates who have anything 
above a minimum score not receiving priority treatment; 

e. Whether the inmate has a demonstrated and verifiable re-entry plan 
that will prevent recidivism and maximize public safety, including verification 
that the conditions under which the inmate would be confined upon release would 
present a lower risk of contracting COVID-19 than the inmate would face in his or 
her BOP facility; 

f. The inmate’s crime of conviction, and assessment of the danger 
posed by the inmate to the community.  Some offenses, such as sex offenses, will 
render an inmate ineligible for home confinement.  Other serious offenses weigh 
heavily against consideration for home confinement. 

35. In addition to considering these factors, the March 26 Memorandum stated that 

before granting any inmate discretionary release, the BOP Medical Director, or someone he 

designates, will, based on CDC guidance, make an assessment of the inmate’s risk factors for 

severe COVID-19 illness, risks of COVID-19 at the inmate’s prison facility, as well as the risk of 

COVID-19 at the location in which the inmate seeks home confinement.  The BOP will not grant 

home confinement to inmates when doing so is likely to increase their risk of contracting 

COVID-19.  The BOP will grant home confinement only when it has determined -- based on the 

totality of circumstances for each individual inmate -- that transfer to home confinement is likely 

not to increase the inmate’s risk of contracting COVID-19. 

36. Moreover, the March 26 Memorandum noted that for the protection of the public, 

any inmate to whom BOP grants home confinement is to be placed in a mandatory 14-day 

quarantine period before that inmate is discharged from a BOP facility to home confinement.  

Inmates transferred to home confinement under this prioritized process are also subject to 

location monitoring devices and, where a court orders, subject to supervised release. 

                                                           
6 For more information on PATTERN, please visit www.bop.gov via Inmates/ First Step Act tab. 
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V. The CARES Act and the Attorney General’s April 3, 2020 Memorandum for the 
Director of the BOP  

 
37. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Public Law 

No. 116-236 (enacted March 27, 2020), authorizes the Attorney General to expand the cohort of 

inmates who can be considered for home confinement upon his finding of emergency conditions 

that are materially affecting the function of the BOP.  On April 3, 2020, the Attorney General 

made that finding, and in a Memorandum for the Director of the Bureau of Prisons (the April 3 

Memorandum), authorized the Director to immediately maximize appropriate transfers to home 

confinement of all appropriate inmates held at BOP facilities where the Director determines that 

COVID-19 is materially affecting operations.  A copy of the April 3 Memorandum is attached as 

Exhibit 4.  

38. The April 3, 2020 Memorandum directed that the BOP give priority in 

implementing the new standards to the most vulnerable inmates at the most affected facilities and 

was explicit that the BOP should begin implementing this directive immediately at the identified 

facilities and any other facilities facing similarly serious problems.  The April 3 Memorandum 

stated that the review should include all at-risk inmates—not only those who were previously 

eligible for transfer.   

39. For inmates deemed suitable candidates for home confinement, the April 3 

Memorandum directed the BOP to immediately process these inmates for transfer and then 

transfer them following a 14-day quarantine at an appropriate BOP facility, or in appropriate 

cases, in the residence to which the inmate is being transferred.  The assessment of these inmates 

is guided by the factors in the March 26, 2020 Memorandum. 
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40. The April 3 Memorandum also recognized that the BOP has limited resources to 

monitor inmates on home confinement and that the U.S. Probation Office is unable to monitor 

large number of inmates in the community. The April 3 Memorandum therefore authorized the 

BOP to transfer inmates to home confinement even if electronic monitoring is not available, so 

long as it determines in every instance that doing so is appropriate and consistent with the 

obligation to protect public safety. 

41. Lastly, the April 3 Memorandum stated that it is essential for the BOP to continue 

making determinations for home confinement in a careful and individualized way that remains 

faithful to the duty of protecting the public and law enforcement officers. 

VI. The BOP’s Implementation of the March 26  and the April 3 Memoranda 

42. The BOP is devoting all available resources to executing the Attorney General’s 

directives, with such resources tailored and prioritized according to the needs of individual 

institutions across the country.  The BOP is assessing the inmate population to determine which 

inmates would be appropriate for transfer under this priority program.  The BOP is then 

processing those inmates for transfer as expeditiously as possible.   

43. The BOP is also frequently updating its public website to provide information and 

responses to frequently asked questions regarding its response to the COVID-19 pandemic, 

including providing information regarding its implementation of the Attorney General’s 

directives.  

44. Since the March 26 Memorandum instructing the BOP to prioritize home 

confinement as an appropriate response to the COVID-19 pandemic, as of April 19, the BOP 

placed an additional 1,252 inmates on home confinement.  See www.bop.gov. 
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45. Inmates do not need to apply to be considered for home confinement.  BOP Case 

Management staff are urgently reviewing all inmates to determine which ones meet the criteria 

established by the Attorney General.  While all inmates are being reviewed for suitability for 

home confinement, any inmate who believes he or she is eligible may request to be referred to 

home confinement and provide a release plan to his or her Case Manager. Inmates have been 

made aware that the Unit Team is the point of contact for such requests.  

46. It should be noted that for public safety reasons and in accordance with the March 

26 Memorandum, the BOP is also assessing a number of factors to ensure that an inmate is 

suitable for home confinement. These factors include, but are not limited to: (1) reviewing the 

inmate’s institutional discipline history for the last twelve months; (2) ensuring that the inmate 

has a verifiable release plan; (3) verifying that the inmate’s primary offense is not violent, a sex 

offense, or terrorism related; and (4) confirming the inmate does not have a current detainer.  

47. If the incarcerated individual does not qualify for home confinement under the 

CARES Act, an inmate may be reviewed for placement in a Residential Reentry Center and 

home confinement near the end of his or her sentence, in accordance with applicable laws and 

BOP policies.   

48. At the FDC, nine individuals were identified as possibly eligible for home 

confinement under the guidance set forth in the March 26 and April 3 Memoranda.  Four 

individuals were found to be ineligible due to safety and security concerns or release planning 

issues.  One individual has been approved with four additional referrals pending approval. 

VII. Compassionate Release/ Reduction in Sentence Procedures  

49. Because Congress, by statute, set out the procedures governing compassionate 

release, the BOP lacks the authority to provide inmates with a reduction in sentence through 
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compassionate or “early release.”  Rather, only an Article III judge—specifically, the inmate’s 

sentencing judge—may bring about such  a reduction of an inmate’s federal sentence.  However, 

on an inmate’s request, the Director of the BOP may make a motion to an inmate’s sentencing 

court to reduce a term of imprisonment under 18 U.S.C. § 4205(g) and 18 U.S.C. § 

3582(c)(1)(A).  The BOP uses these statutory authorities in “extraordinary or compelling 

circumstances” that could not have reasonably have been foreseen by the court at the time of 

sentencing.   This process is outlined in BOP Program Statement 5050.50, Compassionate 

Release/Reduction in Sentence Procedures for Implementation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 3582 and 

4205(g).  This BOP program statement is attached as Exhibit 5.    

50. Additionally, the First Step Act specifies that an inmate may file a Motion for 

Reduction of Sentence directly to the sentencing court after exhaustion of administrative 

remedies, or 30 days from the date the warden receives such a request from the inmate, 

whichever is earlier.  See 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(1)(a).    

51. COVID-19 may affect whether an inmate can show an “extraordinary and 

compelling reason” warranting compassionate release under 18 U.S.C. § 3582(c)(1)(A)(i)—but 

only to the extent that: (1) the inmate has a condition or characteristic that is a cognizable basis 

for compassionate release under the current criteria (e.g., a serious medical condition, debilitating 

condition, elderly offender with medical conditions, etc.) and that condition or characteristic also 

elevates the inmate’s risk of becoming seriously ill from COVID-19 under the CDC guidelines; 

and (2) the inmate is more likely to contract COVID-19 in his or her particular institution than if 

released.  
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
 

C H A N G E   N O T I C E 
OPI: RSD/RSB 
NUMBER: 7320.01, CN-2 
DATE:  December 15, 2017 
 

Home Confinement 

 
Approved:  Mark S. Inch 
Director, Federal Bureau of Prisons 
 

This Change Notice (CN) implements the following change to Program Statement 7320.01, 
Home Confinement, dated September 6, 1995.  The single change is marked with a highlight 
and inserted into the policy.   
 
6. ELIGIBILITY FOR HOME CONFINEMENT.  All inmates referred to 
community corrections are eligible to be considered for home 
confinement placement. 
 
While the Bureau also provides Community Corrections Center 
(CCC) services for persons as a condition of probation, parole, 
or supervised release, only in the most extraordinary 
circumstances will the Bureau assume responsibility for such 
persons on home confinement. 
 
The Community Corrections Manager (CCM) shall ensure that each 
appropriate inmate is placed on home confinement as soon as 
otherwise eligible. The CCM shall can consult with the 
Community Corrections Regional Administrator (CCRA), or 
designee, prior to placing on home confinement any inmate for 
whom any of the following factors apply: 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 
 

C H A N G E   N O T I C E 
OPI:  RSD/RSB 
NUMBER: 7320.01, CN-1 
DATE:   August 1, 2016 
 

Home Confinement 
 
 
                   /s/ 
Approved:  Thomas R. Kane 
                   Acting Director, Federal Bureau of Prisons 
 
This Change Notice (CN) implements a change to Program Statement 7320.01, Home 
Confinement, dated September 6, 1995.  This CN removes the requirement of subsistence 
collection for any resident while on Home Confinement.  The new language is highlighted. 
 
The following language is removed from Section 8.c.(2) of the Program Statement:   
  
(2) Subsistence Contributions.  Providers shall collect 25% of 
each employed resident's weekly gross income, rounded down to a 
whole dollar amount.  Home confinement residents who are not 
employed, but have other means of financial support, shall 
contribute an appropriate amount as determined by the provider 
and approved by the CCM. Ordinarily, the amount should 
approximate 25% of the resident's weekly income.  Subsistence 
contributions collected shall be used to defray program costs, 
and the provider shall deduct the amount collected from the 
amounts billed to the Bureau. In many cases, inmate subsistence 
contributions will cover the entire cost of home confinement; 
however, individual subsistence collections may not exceed the 
weekly cumulative contract per diem rate (i.e., the daily rate x 
7).  Providers shall provide receipts to program participants for 
all collections and shall maintain collection records for audit 
purposes.   
  
Section 8.c.(2) now reads:   
 
(2) Subsistence Contributions.  Home confinement residents are 
not required to pay subsistence. 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OPI: CCD 
NUMBER: 7320.01 
DATE: September 6, 1995 

SUBJECT: Home Confinement 
 
 
 
 
 

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE. To establish policy and procedures for 
referral and placement of pre-release inmates in Community 
Corrections home confinement programs. 

 
Title 18, Section 3624(c) of the United States Code allows 
inmates sentenced under "old law" and "new law" statutes, to be 
placed on home confinement for pre-release purposes: 

 
(c) Pre-release custody.--The Bureau of Prisons shall, to 
the extent practicable, assure that a prisoner serving a 
term of imprisonment spends a reasonable part, not to exceed 
six months, of the last 10 per centum of the term to be 
served under conditions that will afford the prisoner a 
reasonable opportunity to adjust to and prepare for his re- 
entry into the community. The authority provided by this 
subsection may be used to place a prisoner on home 
confinement. The United States Probation System shall, to 
the extent practicable, offer assistance to a prisoner 
during such pre-release custody. 

 
Ordinarily, the length of placement ordinarily is limited to the 
last 10 percent of the inmate's term to be served, or six months, 
whichever is less. An exception is inmates with sentences of 
more than 12 months but not more than 30 months who have 
successfully completed the institutional phase of the Intensive 
Confinement Centers (ICCs) program. Bureau authority for ICCs is 
established by Title 18, U.S.C., Section 4046. 

 
The Bureau does not have statutory authority to designate a home 
confinement program for an inmate at the beginning of his or her 
sentence.  This is supported in Title 18, U.S.C., Section 3621, 
which requires that the Bureau designate any available penal or 
correctional facility as the place of a prisoner's imprisonment. 

 
Home confinement is a time of testing and an opportunity for 
inmates to assume increasing levels of personal responsibility 
while providing sufficient restriction to promote community 
safety and continue the sanction of the sentence. 
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P.S. 7320.01 
September 6, 1995 

Page 2 

 

 
Compliance with the conditions of home confinement may be 
monitored by electronic monitoring equipment or by regular 
telephone or in person contacts by supervision staff. 
Supervision may be provided by staff from the U.S. Probation 
Service, contract halfway house services, or other governmental 
agencies. 

 
2. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES. The expected results of this program 
are: 

 
a. Inmates who are eligible and approved will be placed on 

home confinement programs. 
 

b. Inmates on home confinement programs will receive 
appropriate supervision. 

 
c. The public will be protected from any undue risk. 

 
d. Any inmate who violates a condition of home confinement 

will be appropriately disciplined, depending on the nature of the 
violation. 

 
3. DIRECTIVES REFERENCED 

 
P.S. 5100.05 Security Designation and Custody 

Classification Manual (06/16/94) 
P.S. 7300.08 Community Corrections Manual (04/01/91) 
P.S. 7310.02 Community Corrections Center (CCC) 

Utilization and Transfer Procedure (10/19/93) 
 
4. STANDARDS REFERENCED. None. 

 
5. DEFINITIONS. For the purposes of this Operations Memorandum, 
the following definitions apply: 

 
a. Home Confinement. Any circumstance in which the inmate is 

required to remain in the home during specified hours. 
 

b. Electronic Monitoring Equipment. The telemetry technology 
used to ensure that a program participant remains in a specified 
location during the required hours: 

 
(1) Continuously Signalling Devices. A "transmitter" worn 

by the inmate which emits a signal with a range of 100 to 200 
feet. 

 
The signal is received by a receiver dialer unit installed 

at the monitored location to notify the central computer when the 
inmate comes within or goes out of range of the unit. The 
central computer contains the inmate's schedule and, when 
notified of a change in the inmate's status, compares the time 
with the schedule to determine if the break in contact is 
authorized. If not authorized, the computer sends an alert. 
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A computer which contacts (2) Programmed Contact Device. 

 

the inmate periodically to ensure that he or she is at the 
monitored location and verifies that the person responding is the 
monitored inmate. 

 
Verification may be accomplished in a variety of ways, 

including, but not limited to, a device the inmate wears and 
voice verification. 

 
(3)  "Hybrid" Equipment. Equipment which combines the two 

types of equipment described above but functions similarly to a 
continuously signalling device. 

 
When the equipment notes the inmate has left the monitored 

range at an unauthorized time, it functions similarly to a 
programmed contact device by telephonically contacting the inmate 
and verifying that the person responding is the monitored inmate. 
If verification does not occur, notification of the violation is 
made. 

 
c. "Old Law" and "New Law" Sentences 

 
(1) "Old law" refers to the federal criminal code in effect 

prior to the implementation of the Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 
(Title II of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984). 

 
(2) "New law" is that Act (also known as the Sentencing 

Guidelines) which applies to federal criminal offenses committed 
on or after November 1, 1987. 

 
6. ELIGIBILITY FOR HOME CONFINEMENT. All inmates referred to 
community corrections are eligible to be considered for home 
confinement placement. 

 
While the Bureau also provides Community Corrections Center (CCC) 
services for persons as a condition of probation, parole, or 
supervised release, only in the most extraordinary circumstances 
will the Bureau assume responsibility for such persons on home 
confinement. 

 
The Community Corrections Manager (CCM) shall ensure that each 
appropriate inmate is placed on home confinement as soon as 
otherwise eligible. The CCM shall can consult with the 
Community Corrections Regional Administrator (CCRA), or 
designee, prior to placing on home confinement any inmate for 
whom any of the following factors apply: 

 
a. Public Safety Factors as defined in the Security 

Designation and Custody Classification Manual; or 
 

b. Central Inmate Monitoring case (except "pure" separation 
cases); or 
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Sensitive, or high profile case or one who might generate c. 

 

undue public concern; or 
 

d. History of escape or prior CCC failure; or 
 

e. Unlikely to be employed. Historically, inmates who were 
not going to be employed were often excluded from community 
corrections placements. Examples are inmates who are elderly, 
retired, disabled, chronically ill, unable to work at paid 
employment, occupied in caring for their own young children or 
ill or disabled family members. 

 
When such inmates are otherwise eligible, institutions are 
encouraged to refer them for direct placement on home confinement 
with special reporting requirements arranged by the CCM. Of 
primary concern is ensuring that the Bureau does not incur 
community medical costs. 

 
7. REFERRAL TO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS. Institution staff shall 
refer inmates for pre-release placement to the appropriate CCM, 
who, after reviewing the referral material, shall refer the case 
to the most appropriate program -- CCC, Comprehensive Sanctions 
Center (CSC), home confinement program, or other community 
program. 

 
An inmate may not apply for a particular community program. Once 
approved for a program, the inmate must agree to all required 
conditions of that program. 

 
a. Referral Packet. Referral packets shall include the 

Agreement, Home Confinement and Community Control (Attachment A), 
along with all materials required in the Program Statement on 
Community Corrections Center (CCC) Utilization and Transfer 
Procedure. An inmate who refuses to sign Attachment A may not be 
considered for participation in Community Corrections programs. 

 
The referral should indicate the level of services anticipated, 

including: 
 

(1) the appropriateness of placement in a home confinement 
program; 

 
(2) the inmate's residence and job or good job prospects to 

expedite placement on home confinement; 
 

(3) the inmate's need for placement in the more restrictive 
component of the CCC; and 

 
(4) the inmate's need for placement in a specialized 

program such as substance abuse treatment. 
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b. CCM Review. Upon receiving each referral packet, the CCM 

is to review the referral in light of the programming options 
available in the inmate's release destination area. 

 
Occasionally, a referral may indicate no obvious risk to the 

community and no need for CCC services (for example, a supportive 
family, a stable residence, confirmed employment (if employable), 
and a positive institutional adjustment). In such cases, the CCM 
may bypass a CCC and place the inmate directly on home 
confinement. 

 
Conversely, higher risk inmates requiring extensive transition 

assistance may not be placed on home confinement at all, or 
placed only briefly following CCC placement. 

 
c. Inmate Declination. An inmate who declines to participate 

in a recommended home confinement program may be transferred to a 
more secure facility. 

 
8. PLACEMENT ON HOME CONFINEMENT. Only the CCM may approve home 
confinement. The CCM shall notify the U. S. Probation Officer 
(USPO) prior to final approval of placement on home confinement 
and document that notification is in the file. General 
considerations are: 

 
a. Program Selection. In some jurisdictions, home confinement 

programs may be available through a U. S. Probation office, a 
contract CCC or under an Intergovernmental Agreement. The CCM 
shall select the program most likely to meet the inmate's needs, 
giving consideration to such factors as cost effectiveness, 
geography, and other management variables. 

 
Home Confinement Program requirements, including accountability 

and other supervision needs, are specified in Attachment B. The 
CCM must approve any modification to these requirements in 
advance. 

 
b. Release Plan Verification. To approve a home confinement 

placement, the CCM must have written verification of the release 
plan from either the USPO or the CCC, including: 

 
(1) The planned residence, including assurance that it has 

telephone service without prohibited services listed in 
Attachment A; 

 
(2) Adults sharing the residence with the inmate are aware 

of, and not opposed to, the inmate's plan to participate in the 
program; and, 

 
(3) Employment (for employable inmates). Release 

employment is desirable but not required. 
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c. Inmate Requirements for Placement. To be placed on home 

confinement, the inmate must sign the "Conditions of Home 
Confinement" BP-460(73) prior to placement. The CCM may permit 
"call waiting" on the telephone of inmates whose placement on 
home confinement is not electronically monitored. 

 
(1) Medical and Dental Expenses. Inmates on home 

confinement programs are responsible for their own medical and 
dental care expenses. If they are unable, or if they refuse, to 
be responsible for such costs, they may be returned to a federal 
institution for evaluation and possible treatment. In an 
emergency, the provider may obtain the necessary medical 
treatment required to preserve the inmate's health but must 
notify the CCM of such treatment within 24 hours. 

 
(2) Subsistence Contributions. Home confinement residents 

are not required to pay subsistence. 
 

d. Transfer Orders. When an inmate is being transferred from 
a CCC to a home confinement program operated by an agency other 
than that CCC, the CCM shall prepare the Transfer Order to 
document the official transfer to home confinement. Otherwise, a 
Transfer Order is not required. 

 
e. Inmate Needs. Inmates identified as needing other 

community-based program activities such as mental health or drug 
treatment, shall normally be able to continue these programs when 
placed on home confinement. The CCM shall coordinate the 
continuation with the provider. 

 
9. PROGRAM VIOLATIONS. The CCM shall ensure that each provider 
of home confinement services develops a system for handling 
violations of program rules which meets the "due process" 
criteria of Wolff v. McDonnell and includes provisions for 
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dealing with minor infractions of program rules and with major 
violations that could result in the inmate's termination from the 
program. The provider must report every violation to the CCM 
within 24 hours. 

 
10. MODIFICATION OF PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS. Attachment B 
specifies the required frequency and nature of contacts required 
between the provider and the inmate. 

 
After consultation with the provider and the USPO, the CCM, using 
sound correctional judgement, may permit modification to these 
requirements, based on the unique characteristics of each case. 
The CCM is encouraged to discuss potential modifications with the 
Management Center Administrator (MCA) and/or the CCRA. 

 
Among the circumstances under which the CCM may typically 
consider modification are those where: 

 
#   distance or travel time make it impractical for staff and 
the inmate to travel; and/or 

 
#   the inmate has successfully demonstrated the ability and 
willingness to conform to all program requirements for a 
reasonable period (ordinarily two weeks minimum). 

 
In any case, however, unless continuously signalling electronic 
monitors are used, the home confinement monitor must initiate 
telephone contact with the inmate no less than once each day at 
random times of the day. 

 
11. PLACEMENT ON HOME CONFINEMENT FOLLOWING CCC PLACEMENT. CCCs 
provide transition services for inmates being released from 
institutions. When an inmate has employment and a place to live 
and has demonstrated that he/she no longer requires the level of 
accountability and services the CCC provides, the inmate may be 
placed on home confinement. For various reasons, some inmates 
may never progress to a level of responsibility which would 
warrant placement on home confinement. 

 
12. PROCEDURES FOR DIRECT INMATE PLACEMENT ON HOME CONFINEMENT. 
If there is a electronically monitored program available, an 
inmate who does not require CCC transitional services may be 
placed directly on home confinement from an institution. 

 
a. Eligibility. Generally, an inmate may be considered 

eligible for direct placement on home confinement if he or she: 
 

#   has no public safety factors, 
#   had excellent institutional adjustment, 
#   has a stable residence with a supportive family, 
#   has confirmed employment (if employable), and 
#   has little or no need for the services of a CCC. 
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b. Placement.  If the inmate's plan is satisfactory, the home 

confinement provider and the CCM shall establish the inmate's 
placement date. The provider shall provide a written 
notification of the acceptance and the reporting date to the CCM, 
with a copy to the referring institution. The reporting date 
should be a weekday, and the inmate shall be required to report 
to the provider within 24 hours of reaching the release 
jurisdiction. The CCM shall notify the referring institution via 
SENTRY and provide instruction on when and where the inmate 
should report. 

 
Institution staff shall prepare a Transfer Order to document the 
official transfer to home confinement. Institution staff shall 
also prepare the Authorized Unescorted Commitment and Transfer 
Card, BP-385, including the inmate's picture and fingerprints, 
and forward it to the CCM at least two weeks prior to the 
placement. The CCM shall forward it to the appropriate USPO. 

 
If an inmate is eligible for direct placement on home 
confinement, but an electronically monitored home confinement 
program is not available, the CCM and the provider shall arrange 
for an initial short placement (approximately two weeks) in a CCC 
to allow the provider to become acquainted with the inmate, 
orient him or her to the expectations of the program, and assure 
that the job and living arrangements are appropriate. After 
successfully completing that process, the inmate may be placed on 
home confinement with the CCM's approval. 

 
When problems arise during the orientation period which indicate 
direct placement on home confinement is inappropriate or should 
be delayed, the CCM shall delay such placement until the problems 
have been resolved. 

 
13. SENTRY RECORDS. A waiting list has been established in 
SENTRY to allow CCMs to ensure that all inmates are considered 
for placement when eligible and reviewed regularly until placed. 

 
A PP34 transaction will establish WLS category to indicate HC 
ELIG, and a TARGET FOR HOME CONFINEMENT will then be reflected on 
the PP42 and the PP44. 

 
The CCM office uses a PP63 transaction to ensure all inmates in 
Bureau custody are tracked in SENTRY while on home confinement 
programs and have an ARS assignment reflecting that placement. 
Inmates assigned to Bureau provider programs shall have that 
provider's home confinement program location code with an LOCG EQ 
TH**. Inmates assigned to U. S. Probation Service (USPS) 
programs shall be shown with LOCG EQ TH*U and a location 
indicating the judicial district. (As examples, the Southern 
District of Florida would be FFLS, and the District of Colorado 
would be FCO.) 
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14. FORMS. Institution and Community Corrections staff are to 
duplicate forms locally. 

 
15. DISTRIBUTION. In addition to normal distribution for 
Program Statements, copies of this Program Statement shall be 
available to inmates in inmate law libraries. 

 
CCMs shall provide copies of this Program Statement to Chief 
USPOs and CCC contractors in their service areas. 

 
 
 
 
 

\s\ 
Kathleen M. Hawk 
Director 
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AGREEMENT 

Attachment A, Page 1 

 
HOME CONFINEMENT AND COMMUNITY CONTROL 

 
 
I,  ,   , 

Name  Register Number 
 
hereby agree to abide by the following Conditions related to my 
legal participation on home confinement. 

 
I understand that my participation on home confinement will be an 
alternative to placement in a Community Corrections Center for no 
more than the last six (6) months or 10% of my sentence, 
whichever is less. I am aware that I will legally remain in the 
custody of the Bureau of Prisons and/or the U.S. Attorney General 
and that failure to remain at the required locations may result 
in disciplinary action and/or prosecution for escape. 

 
I agree to report to my assigned probation officer or the 
contractor's facility immediately upon reaching my release 
destination. 

 
I understand that if I decline to participate in the recommended 
home confinement program I may face administrative reassignment 
out of the community corrections program. 

 
I agree that during the home confinement period, I will remain at 
my place of residence, except for employment, unless I am given 
permission to do otherwise. I also understand that I will be 
required to pay the costs of the program based on my ability to 
pay. 

 
I also agree to maintain a telephone at my place of residence 
without "call forwarding", a modem, "Caller ID" or portable 
cordless telephones for this period. 

 
I also agree that, if my confinement is to be electronically 
monitored, I will wear any electronic monitoring device 
required, follow procedures specified and will not have "call 
forwarding" on my telephone. 

 
 
 
  ,    
Name  Date 

 
 
 
Staff Witness (Printed Name, Signature, Facility) 
Original to Central File. Copy to CCM. 
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REQUIREMENT 

FOR HOME CONFINEMENT PROGRAMS 
 
 
I. The following procedures apply to all inmates who are 

approved for placement on home confinement. 
 

1. The provider is not required to provide meals, medical 
treatment, clothing or incidentals, laundry services or 
other subsistence items to inmates on home confinement. 

2. The provider shall maintain documentation of all staff 
contacts with inmates on home confinement. 

 
3. The provider shall notify the CCM immediately of any 

misconduct or failure of an inmate on home confinement 
to comply with Home Confinement Conditions. 

 
4. The provider is not required to reserve a bed at the 

center for an inmate on home confinement. 
 

5. The provider shall collect 25% of each employed 
resident's weekly gross income, rounded down to a whole 
dollar amount. Residents who are not employed, but who 
have other means of financial support shall contribute 
an amount determined appropriate by the provider and 
approved by the CCM. These fees shall be used to defray 
program costs. Individual subsistence collections 
shall not exceed the weekly cumulative contract per 
diem rate (i.e., the daily rate x 7). All funds 
collected from those in BOP programs shall be deducted 
from the monthly billings submitted to the BOP. In 
some cases, inmate subsistence contributions would 
cover the entire cost of home confinement. If the 
monitoring is provided by the USPO, subsistence 
collection shall not exceed the cost of the electronic 
monitoring equipment. The respective USPO shall 
instruct those in USPS-operated home confinement 
programs in the appropriate payment procedures. 

 
6. An inmate serving a BOP sentence who fails to remain at 

the specified location may be considered an escapee. 
All escapes shall be immediately reported to the CCM. 

 
7. Inmates on home confinement shall maintain a 9:00 P.M. 

to 6:00 A.M. curfew each day, unless an exception is 
recommended by the provider and approved by the CCM. 

 
8. Drug and alcohol testing and counseling requirements 

shall apply to inmates on home confinement. 
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The following conditions shall apply to those programs that 
do not use electronic equipment to monitor compliance with 

II. 

 

the conditions of home confinement. 
 

1. The provider's staff shall telephonically contact the 
inmate at random hours each day at home, at work, or 
both. 

 
2. Staff shall visit inmates on home confinement at their 

homes and at their places of employment at least once 
each week. 

 
3. Inmates on home confinement shall return to the 

facility at least twice each week for routine progress 
reviews, counseling, urine testing and other required 
program participation. 

 
III. The conditions in Section II (above) also apply to those 

programs that do use programmed contact devices, and to 
those programs that use continuously signalling or hybrid 
devices that are not monitored 24 hours per day, 7 days per 
week. 

 
Electronic equipment is a substitute only for the random 
telephone calls. 

 
IV. The following conditions shall apply to those home 

confinement programs that: 1) voluntarily choose to come 
under these conditions, 2) use continuously signalling or 
hybrid devices (see definitions) and 3) monitor the output 
of the central computer and respond to violations 24 hours 
per day, 7 days per week. 

 
1. The provider shall have an operations or procedures 

manual specifying the manner in which the program will 
operate. This manual shall be reviewed by the CCM, 
conform to the minimum standards specified below and 
serve as the basis for monitoring the operations of the 
home confinement program. 

 
2. The provider's operations/procedures manual shall 

include their plan of action when a violation is noted. 
 

3. Provider staff shall have at least one in-person 
contact with the offender per week. 

 
a. At least one contact each month shall take place 

at the offender's residence, and one at the place 
of employment. 

 
b. All contacts shall be documented. 
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The following conditions shall apply to those programs that 
do not use electronic equipment to monitor compliance with 

II. 

 

of continued employment and hours worked, 
verification of residence and of participation in 
any other required programs or treatment 
activities. 

 
5. The provider shall review the inmate's monthly 

telephone bill to ensure that it has been paid and that 
the service does not include call forwarding or other 
unauthorized services. 

 
6. The inmate is expected to remain at his/her residence 

at all times except when he is at work, when traveling 
to and from work or when engaging in other approved 
activities. The provider's plan may include some 
opportunity for the offender to earn a reduction in the 
hours during which activity is restricted. 
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U.S. Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

 
O P E R A T I O N S    M E M O R A N D U M 
OPI: RSD/RRM 
NUMBER: 001-2019 
DATE: April 4, 2019 
EXPIRATION DATE: April 4, 2020 
 
Home Confinement under the First Step Act 
 
 
         /s/ 
Approved: Hugh J. Hurwitz 
Acting Director, Federal Bureau of Prisons 
 
 
The First Step Act of 2018 (FSA) contained additional requirements for the Bureau of Prisons 
(Bureau) in placing inmates in home confinement generally, and re-established and expanded a 
pilot program under the Second Chance Act to place elderly and terminally ill inmates in home 
confinement. 
 
The terms “home confinement” and “home detention” are used interchangeably in this Operations 
Memorandum. 
 
Institution Supplement.  None required.  Should local facilities make any changes outside the 
required changes in the national policy or establish any additional local procedures to implement 
the national policy, the local Union may invoke to negotiate procedures or appropriate 
arrangements. 
 
1. HOME CONFINEMENT FOR LOW RISK OFFENDERS 
 
Section 602 of the FSA modified 18 U.S.C. § 3621 (c)(1), authorizes the Bureau to maximize the 
amount of time spent on home confinement when possible.  The provision now states, with the 
new FSA language in bold, 
 
“Home confinement authority. – The authority under this subsection may be used to place a 
prisoner in home confinement for the shorter of 10 percent of the term of imprisonment of that 
prisoner or 6 months.  The Bureau of Prisons shall, to the extent practicable, place prisoners 
with lower risk levels and lower needs on home confinement for the maximum amount of 
time permitted under this paragraph.” 
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The Bureau interprets the language to refer to inmates that have lower risks of reoffending in the 
community, and reentry needs that can be addressed without RRC placement. The Bureau 
currently utilizes home confinement for these inmates. Accordingly, staff should refer eligible 
inmates for the maximum amount of time permitted under the statutory requirements. 
 
The statutory language will be added to the Program Statement Home Confinement. 
 
2. PILOT PROGRAM FOR ELIGIBLE ELDERLY OFFENDERS AND TERMINALLY 
ILL OFFENDERS 
 
Section 603 (a) of the FSA reauthorized and modified the pilot program conducted under the 
Second Chance Act, 34 U.S.C. § 60541, as follows: 
 

(a) Scope of Pilot 
 

The Bureau shall conduct a pilot program to determine the effectiveness of removing eligible 
elderly offenders and eligible terminally ill offenders from Bureau facilities and placing such 
offenders on home detention until the expiration of the prison term to which the offender was 
sentenced. 

 
Under 34 U.S.C. § 60541 (h), the pilot will be conducted during Fiscal Years 2019 through 
2023. 

 
(b) Placement in home detention 

 
The Bureau may release some or all eligible elderly offenders and eligible terminally ill 
offenders from Bureau facilities to home detention, upon written request from either the 
Bureau staff, or an eligible elderly offender or eligible terminally ill offender. 

 
(c) Waiver 

 
Under 34 U.S.C. § 60541 (g)(1)(C), the Bureau is authorized to waive the requirements of 
section 3624 of Title 18 [home confinement for the shorter of 10 percent of the term of 
imprisonment of that prisoner or 6 months] as necessary to provide for the release of some or 
all eligible elderly offenders and eligible terminally ill offenders from Bureau facilities to 
home detention for the purposes of the pilot program. 

 
(d) Violation of terms of home detention 

 
A violation by an eligible elderly offender or eligible terminally ill offender of the terms of 
home detention (including the commission of another Federal, State, or local crime) shall 
result in the removal of that offender from home detention and the return of that offender to 
the designated Bureau institution in which that offender was imprisoned immediately before 
placement on home detention as part of this pilot, or to another appropriate Bureau institution, 
as determined by the Bureau. 
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The Bureau will remove an inmate from this pilot in accordance with the Program Statement 
Inmate Discipline Program, and the Program Statement Home Confinement. 

 
(e) Definitions 

 
The following statutory definitions set out criteria for the implementation of this pilot 
program only: 

 
Eligible elderly offender means an offender in the custody of the Bureau- 

 
(1) who is not less than 60 years of age; 

 
(2) who is serving a term of imprisonment that is not life imprisonment based on 

conviction for an offense or offenses that do not include any crime of violence (as 
defined in section 16 of Title 18), sex offense (as defined in section 20911(5) of this 
title), offense described in section 2332b(g)(5)(B) of Title 18, or offense under 
chapter 37 of Title 18, and has served  the term of imprisonment to which the 
offender was sentenced; 

 
(3) who has not been convicted in the past of any Federal or State crime of violence, 

sex offense, or other offense described in paragraph (2), above. 
 

(4) who has not been determined by the Bureau, on the basis of information the Bureau 
uses to make custody classifications, and in the sole discretion of the Bureau, to have 
a history of violence, or of engaging in conduct constituting a sex offense or other 
offense described in paragraph 2 above;  
 

(5) who has not escaped, or attempted to escape, from a Bureau of Prisons institution 
(to include all security levels of Bureau facilities); 

 
(6) with respect to whom the Bureau of Prisons has determined that release to home 

detention under this section will result in a substantial net reduction of costs to the 
Federal Government; and 

 
(7) who has been determined by the Bureau to be at no substantial risk of engaging in 

criminal conduct or of endangering any person or the public if released to home 
detention. 

 
Eligible terminally ill offender means an offender in the custody of the Bureau who— 

 
(1) is serving a term of imprisonment based on conviction for an offense or offenses that 

do not include any crime of violence (as defined in section 16(a) of Title 18, United 
States Code), sex offense (as defined in section 111(5) of the Sex Offender 
Registration and Notification Act (34 U.S.C. § 20911(5))), offense described in 
section 2332b(g)(5)(B) of Title 18, United States Code, or offense under chapter 37 
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of Title 18, United States Code; 
 

(2) satisfies the criteria specified in paragraphs 3 through 7 included in the Eligible 
Elderly Offender definition, above; and 

 
(3) has been determined by a medical doctor approved by the Bureau, i.e. Clinical 

Director of the local institution, to be: 
 

• in need of care at a nursing home, intermediate care facility, or assisted living 
facility, as those terms are defined in section 232 of the National Housing Act 
(12 U.S.C. § 1715w); or 

 
• diagnosed with a terminal illness. 

 
Home detention has the same meaning given the term in the Federal Sentencing Guidelines 
as of April 9, 2008, and includes detention in a nursing home or other residential long-term 
care facility.  As with all home confinement placements, the home must be found to be 
appropriate under the provisions of the Program Statement Home Confinement. 

 
Term of imprisonment includes multiple terms of imprisonment ordered to run 
consecutively or concurrently, which shall be treated as a single, aggregate term of 
imprisonment for purposes of this section. 

 
(f) Procedures 

 
Offenders referred under this pilot shall be processed for home detention utilizing current 
RRC/Home Confinement procedures. 

 
For Eligible Elderly Offenders, a BP-A0210, Institutional Referral for CCC Placement, 
will be completed.  Staff should refer all inmates meeting criteria (1) through (5) in the 
definition of Eligible Elderly Offender, above.  Reentry Services Division (RSD) staff will 
determine if the inmate meets criteria (6) and (7) under the definition. A clear annotation 
will be made on the referral packet that “This inmate is being referred for Home 
Confinement placement under the provisions contained in the First Step Act for 
placement of eligible elderly offenders and eligible terminally ill offenders.” 

 
For Eligible Terminally Ill Offenders, to include debilitated offenders that may need 
placement in nursing home, intermediate care facility, or assisted living facility, institution 
staff will refer the inmate for a Reduction in Sentence (RIS) under Program Statement  
Compassionate Release/Reduction in Sentence: Procedures for Implementation of 18 
U.S.C. §§ 3582 and 4205(g).  If not appropriate for a RIS, the Office of General Counsel 
will provide RSD the RIS packet for consideration under this pilot. 
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(g) Reporting and Tracking 
 

34 U.S.C. § 60541 (g) (4), as amended by the FSA, requires an evaluation of the pilot 
program, and a report to Congress after its conclusion in 2023.  The following data points, at 
a minimum, will be tracked by RSD to assist with this evaluation and report: 

 
• The number of Eligible Elderly Inmates referred to RSD; 
• The number of Eligible Terminally Ill Inmates referred to RSD; 
• The number of placements in home detention for each category; 
• The length of time of home confinement afforded under each category; 
• The estimated amount net reduction of costs to the Federal Government for each 

case; and 
• The estimated amount net reduction of costs to the Federal Government for the 

pilot period.  
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ADDENDUM – REFERENCED AUTHORITIES 
 
18 U.S.C. § 16  - Crime of violence defined 
 

The term “crime of violence” means– 
 

(a) an offense that has as an element the use, attempted use, or threatened use of physical 
force against the person or property of another, or 

 
(b) any other offense that is a felony and that, by its nature, involves a substantial risk 
that physical force against the person or property of another may be used in the course 
of committing the offense. 

 
NOTE: 34 U.S.C. § 60541, as amended by the FSA, provides that section 16 (a) and (b) be 
applied when determining eligibility of an elderly offender; but only section 16 (a) should 
be applied when determining the eligibility of a terminally ill offender under this pilot. 

 
Please contact the Office of General Counsel for any questions of whether an offense is a crime 
of violence under 18 U.S.C. § 16. 
 
34 U.S.C. § 20911 (5) - Relevant definitions, including Amie Zyla expansion of sex offender 
definition and expanded inclusion of child predators 
 

(A)  Generally 
 

Except as limited by subparagraph (B) or (C), the term “sex offense” 
means– 

 
(i) a criminal offense that has an element involving a sexual act or sexual contact 
with another; 

 
(ii) a criminal offense that is a specified offense against a minor; 

 
(iii)  a Federal offense (including an offense prosecuted under section 1152 or 1153 of 
Title 18) under section 1591, or chapter 109A, 110 (other than section 2257, 2257A, or 
2258), or 117, of Title 18; 

 
(iv)  a military offense specified by the Secretary of Defense under section 
115(a)(8)(C)(i) of Public Law 105-119 (10 U.S.C. 951 note); or 

 
(v) an attempt or conspiracy to commit an offense described in clauses (i) through (iv). 

 
(B)  Foreign convictions 

 
A foreign conviction is not a sex offense for the purposes of this subchapter if it was not 
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obtained with sufficient safeguards for fundamental fairness and due process for the accused 
under guidelines or regulations established under section 20912 of this title. 
 
(C) Offenses involving consensual sexual conduct 

 
An offense involving consensual sexual conduct is not a sex offense for the purposes of this 
subchapter if the victim was an adult, unless the adult was under the custodial authority of 
the offender at the time of the offense, or if the victim was at least 13 years old and the 
offender was not more than 4 years older than the victim. 

 
18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5)(B) - Acts of terrorism transcending national boundaries 

A violation of the following sections of Title 18, United States Code:  

32 (relating to destruction of aircraft or aircraft facilities), 
37 (relating to violence at international airports), 
81 (relating to arson within special maritime and territorial jurisdiction),  
175 or 175b (relating to biological weapons), 
175c (relating to variola virus), 
229 (relating to chemical weapons), 
351, Subsections (a), (b), (c), or (d) (relating to congressional, cabinet, and Supreme Court 
assassination and kidnaping), 
831 (relating to nuclear materials), 
832 (relating to participation in nuclear and weapons of mass destruction threats to the United 
States), 
842(m) or (n) (relating to plastic explosives), 
844(f)(2) or (3) (relating to arson and bombing of Government property risking or causing 
death), 
844(i) (relating to arson and bombing of property used in interstate commerce), 
930(c) (relating to killing or attempted killing during an attack on a Federal facility with a 
dangerous weapon), 
956(a)(1) (relating to conspiracy to murder, kidnap, or maim persons abroad),  
1030(a)(1) (relating to protection of computers), 
1030(a)(5)(A) resulting in damage as defined in 1030(c)(4)(A)(i)(II) through (VI) (relating to 
protection of computers), 
1114 (relating to killing or attempted killing of officers and employees of the United States), 
1116 (relating to murder or manslaughter of foreign officials, official guests, or 
internationally protected persons), 
1203 (relating to hostage taking), 
1361 (relating to government property or contracts), 
1362 (relating to destruction of communication lines, stations, or systems), 
1363 (relating to injury to buildings or property within special maritime and territorial 
jurisdiction of the United States), 
1366(a) (relating to destruction of an energy facility), 
1751(a), (b), (c), or (d) (relating to Presidential and Presidential staff assassination and 
kidnaping), 
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1992 (relating to terrorist attacks and other acts of violence against railroad carriers and 
against mass transportation systems on land, on water, or through the air), 
2155 (relating to destruction of national defense materials, premises, or utilities),  
2156 (relating to national defense material, premises, or utilities), 
2280 (relating to violence against maritime navigation),  
2280a (relating to maritime safety), 
2281 through 2281a (relating to violence against maritime fixed platforms), 
2332 (relating to certain homicides and other violence against United States nationals 
occurring outside of the United States), 
2332a (relating to use of weapons of mass destruction), 
2332b (relating to acts of terrorism transcending national boundaries),  
2332f (relating to bombing of public places and facilities), 
2332g (relating to missile systems designed to destroy aircraft),  
2332h (relating to radiological dispersal devices), 
2332i (relating to acts of nuclear terrorism),  
2339 (relating to harboring terrorists), 
2339A (relating to providing material support to terrorists), 
2339B (relating to providing material support to terrorist organizations),  
2339C (relating to financing of terrorism), 
2339D (relating to military-type training from a foreign terrorist organization), or  
2340A (relating to torture). 
 

A violation of the following sections of Title 42, United States Code: 
 

2122 (relating to prohibitions governing atomic weapons), or  
2284 (relating to sabotage of nuclear facilities or fuel). 

 
A violation of the following sections of Title 49, United States Code:  
 

46502 (relating to aircraft piracy), 
46504 - the second sentence of the section (relating to assault on a flight crew with a 
dangerous weapon), 
46505(b)(3) or (c) (relating to explosive or incendiary devices, or endangerment of human life 
by means of weapons, on aircraft), 
46506 if homicide or attempted homicide is involved (relating to application of certain 
criminal laws to acts on aircraft), or 
60123(b) (relating to destruction of interstate gas or hazardous liquid pipeline facility). 
 

A violation of the following section of Title 21: 
 

960, which is section 1010A of the Controlled Substances Import and Export Act (relating to 
narco-terrorism). 

 
18 U.S.C. Chapter 37 - Espionage and Censorship 
 

792, Harboring or Concealing Persons 
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793, Gathering, Transmitting or Losing Defense Information 
794, Gathering or Delivering Defense Information to Aid Foreign Government  
795, Photographing and Sketching Defense Installations 
796, Use of Aircraft for Photographing Defense Installations 
797, Publication and Sale of Photographs of Defense Installations 
798, Disclosure of Classified Information  
798a, Temporary Extension of Section 794 
799, Violation of Regulations of National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
 

12 U.S.C. § 1715w - Mortgage insurance for nursing homes, intermediate care facilities, 
and board and care homes 
 

(a) Definitions - For the purposes of this section– 
 

(1) the term “nursing home” means a public facility, proprietary facility or facility of a 
private nonprofit corporation or association, licensed or regulated by the State (or, if 
there is no State law providing for such licensing and regulation by the State, by the 
municipality or other political subdivision in which the facility is located), for the 
accommodation of convalescents or other persons who are not acutely ill and not in 
need of hospital care but who require skilled nursing care and related medical services, 
in which such nursing care and medical services are prescribed by, or are performed 
under the general direction of, persons licensed to provide such care or services in 
accordance with the laws of the State where the facility is located; 

 
(2) the term “intermediate care facility” means a proprietary facility or facility of a 
private nonprofit corporation or association licensed or regulated by the State (or, if 
there is no State law providing for such licensing and regulation by the State, by the 
municipality or other political subdivision in which the facility is located) for the 
accommodation of persons who, because of incapacitating infirmities, require 
minimum but continuous care but are not in need of continuous medical or nursing 
services; 

 
(3) the term a “nursing home” or “intermediate care facility” may include such 
additional facilities as may be authorized by the Secretary for the nonresident care of 
elderly individuals and others who are able to live independently but who require care 
during the day; . . . 

 
(4) the term “assisted living facility” means a public facility, proprietary facility, or 

facility of a private nonprofit corporation that-- 
 

a. is licensed and regulated by the State (or if there is no State law providing 
for such licensing and regulation by the State, by the municipality or other 
political subdivision in which the facility is located); 

 
b. makes available to residents supportive services to assist the residents in 
carrying out activities of daily living, such as bathing, dressing, eating, getting 
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in and out of bed or chairs, walking, going outdoors, using the toilet, laundry, 
home management, preparing meals, shopping for personal items, obtaining 
and taking medication, managing money, using the telephone, or performing 
light or heavy housework, and which may make available to residents home 
health care services, such as nursing and therapy; and 

 
c. provides separate dwelling units for residents, each of which may contain a 
full kitchen and bathroom, and which includes common rooms and other 
facilities appropriate for the provision of supportive services to the residents of 
the facility; 
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   U.S. Department of Justice 
   Federal Bureau of Prisons 

 
 
P R O G R A M   S T A T E M E N T 
OPI  OGC/LCI  
NUMBER 5050.50 
DATE January 17, 2019 
 
 

Compassionate Release/Reduction in Sentence: 
Procedures for Implementation of 18 U.S.C.  
§§ 3582 and 4205(g) 

 
 
/s/ 

Approved: Hugh J. Hurwitz 
Acting Director, Federal Bureau of Prisons 
 
 
1.  PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
 
§571.60  Purpose and scope. 
 
Under 18 U.S.C. 4205(g), a sentencing court, on motion of the Bureau of 
Prisons, may make an inmate with a minimum term sentence immediately 
eligible for parole by reducing the minimum term of the sentence to time served.  
Under 18 U.S.C. 3582(c)(1)(A), a sentencing court, on motion of the Director of 
the Bureau of Prisons, may reduce the term of imprisonment of an inmate 
sentenced under the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. 
 
 
The Bureau uses 18 U.S.C. 4205(g) and 18 U.S.C. 3582(c)(1)(A) in particularly 
extraordinary or compelling circumstances which could not reasonably have 
been foreseen by the court at the time of sentencing. 
 
18 U.S.C. 3582 was amended by the First Step Act of 2018, revisions noted below in Summary 
of Changes. 
 
For the purposes of this Program Statement, the terms “compassionate release” and “reduction 
in sentence” are used interchangeably.   
 
Federal Regulations from 28 CFR are in this type. 
Implementing information is in this type. 
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In deciding whether to file a motion under either 18 U.S.C. 4205(g) or 18 U.S.C. 3582, the 
Bureau of Prisons (BOP) should consider whether the inmate’s release would pose a danger to 
the safety of any other person or the community. 
 
Under 18 USC 3582 (d)(2)(3), the Bureau ensures that all facilities regularly and visibly post, 
including in prisoner handbooks, staff training materials, and facility law libraries and medical 
and hospice facilities, and make available to prisoners upon demand, notice of— 
 
(i) a defendant’s ability to request a sentence reduction pursuant to subsection (c)(1)(A); 
 
(ii) the procedures and timelines for initiating and resolving requests described in clause (i); and 
 
(iii) the right to appeal a denial of a request described in clause (i) after all administrative rights 
to appeal within the Bureau of Prisons have been exhausted. 
   
§572.40  Compassionate release under 18 U.S.C. 4205(g). 
 
18 U.S.C. 4205(g) was repealed effective November 1, 1987, but remains the 
controlling law for inmates whose offenses occurred prior to that date.  For 
inmates whose offenses occurred on or after November 1, 1987, the applicable 
statute is 18 U.S.C. 3582(c)(1)(A).  Procedures for compassionate release of an 
inmate under either provision are contained in 28 CFR part 571, subpart G. 
 
a.  Program Objectives.  The expected results of this program are: 
 
■ A motion for a modification of a sentence will be made to the sentencing court only in 

particularly extraordinary or compelling circumstances that could not reasonably have been 
foreseen by the court at the time of sentencing. 

■ The public will be protected from undue risk by careful review of each compassionate release 
request. 

■ Compassionate release motions will be filed with the sentencing judge in accordance with the 
statutory requirements of 18 U.S.C. 3582 or 4205(g). 

 
b.  Summary of Changes 
 
Policy Rescinded 
 
P 5050.49 CN-1  Compassionate Release/Reduction in Sentence: Procedures for Implementation 

of 18 U.S.C. §§ 3582(c)(1)(A) and 4205(g) 
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The following have been added to this version of the Program Statement: 
 

■ Requirements of section 603(b) of the First Step Act, codified at 18 USC § 3582: 
 
¾ Requiring inmates be informed of reduction in sentence availability and process; 

 
¾ Modifying definition of “terminally ill;” 

 
¾ Requiring notice and assistance for terminally ill offenders; 

 
¾ Requiring requests from terminally ill offenders to be processed within 14 days; 

 
¾ Requiring notice and assistance for debilitated offenders; and 

 
¾ Specifying inmates may file directly to court after exhaustion of administrative 

remedies, or 30 days from receipt of a request by the Warden’s Office. 
 

2.  INITIATION OF REQUEST – EXTRAORDINARY OR COMPELLING 
CIRCUMSTANCES 
 
§ 571.61 Initiation of request – extraordinary or compelling circumstances.  
 
a.  A request for a motion under 18 U.S.C. 4205(g) or 3582(c)(1)(A) shall be 
submitted to the Warden.  Ordinarily, the request shall be in writing, and 
submitted by the inmate.  An inmate may initiate a request for consideration 
under 18 U.S.C. 4205(g) or 3582(c)(1)(A) only when there are particularly 
extraordinary or compelling circumstances which could not reasonably have 
been foreseen by the court at the time of sentencing.  The inmate’s request shall 
at a minimum contain the following information: 
 
(1)  The extraordinary or compelling circumstances that the inmate believes 
warrant consideration. 
 
(2) Proposed release plans, including where the inmate will reside, how the 
inmate will support himself/herself, and, if the basis for the request involves the 
inmate’s health, information on where the inmate will receive medical treatment, 
and how the inmate will pay for such treatment. 
 
b.  The Bureau of Prisons processes a request made by another person on behalf 
of an inmate in the same manner as an inmate’s request.  Staff shall refer a 
request received at the Central Office to the Warden of the institution where the 
inmate is confined. 
 
A request for a RIS is considered “submitted” for the purposes of 18 USC §3582 (c)(1), when 
received by the Warden in accordance with this section. 
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3.  REQUESTS BASED ON MEDICAL CIRCUMSTANCES  
 
The criteria for a reduction in sentence (RIS) request may include the following:  
 
a.  Terminal Medical Condition.  RIS consideration may be given to inmates who have been 
diagnosed with a terminal, incurable disease and whose life expectancy is eighteen (18) months 
or less, and/or has a disease or condition with an end-of-life trajectory under 18 USC § 
3582(d)(1).  The BOP’s consideration should include assessment of the primary (terminal) 
disease, prognosis, impact of other serious medical conditions of the inmate, and degree of 
functional impairment (if any).  Functional impairment (e.g., limitations on activities of daily 
living such as feeding and dressing oneself) is not required for inmates diagnosed with terminal 
medical conditions; however, functional impairment may be a factor when considering the 
inmate’s ability or inability to reoffend.   
 
Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3582(d)(2)(A), in the case of a diagnosis of a terminal illness, the Bureau 
of Prisons shall, subject to confidentiality requirements: 
 

(i) not later than 72 hours after the diagnosis notify the defendant’s attorney, partner, 
and family members of the defendant’s condition and inform the defendant’s attorney, 
partner, and family members that they may prepare and submit on the defendant’s 
behalf a request for a sentence reduction pursuant to subsection (c)(1)(A); 

(ii) not later than 7 days after the date of the diagnosis, provide the defendant’s partner 
and family members (including extended family) with an opportunity to visit the 
defendant in person; 

(iii) upon request from the defendant or his attorney, partner, or a family member, 
ensure that Bureau of Prisons employees assist the defendant in the preparation, 
drafting, and submission of a request for a sentence reduction pursuant to subsection 
(c)(1)(A); and 

(iv) not later than 14 days of receipt of a request for a sentence reduction submitted on 
the defendant’s behalf by the defendant or the defendant’s attorney, partner, or family 
member, process the request. 

The statutory time frames of section 3582(d)(2)(A), begin once the Clinical Director of an 
institution makes a terminal diagnosis.  Once the diagnosis is made, the Clinical Director will 
inform the Warden and the appropriate Unit Manager as soon as possible so as to ensure 
requirements are met.    
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If the inmate is physically/psychologically able, the inmate should consent to notifications 
above using Form BP-A0192, Release of Information Consent, or equivalent written 
authorization. 

If a visit is denied for security concerns, as reflected in 18 U.S.C. § 3582(d)(3)(J), the reasons 
should be documented.   

The Warden will forward the information indicated in Section 8 of this policy, below, to 
Central Office within 14 days. 

b.  Debilitated Medical Condition.  RIS consideration may also be given to inmates who have 
an incurable, progressive illness or who have suffered a debilitating injury from which they will 
not recover.  The BOP should consider a RIS if the inmate is: 
 
■ Completely disabled, meaning the inmate cannot carry on any self-care and is totally 

confined to a bed or chair; or 
■ Capable of only limited self-care and is confined to a bed or chair more than 50% of waking 

hours. 
 
The BOP’s review should also include any cognitive deficits of the inmate (e.g., Alzheimer’s 
disease or traumatic brain injury that has affected the inmate’s mental capacity or function).  A 
cognitive deficit is not required in cases of severe physical impairment, but may be a factor when 
considering the inmate’s ability or inability to reoffend. 
 
Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3582(d)(2)(B), in the case of an inmate unable to submit a request for a 
RIS BOP institution staff shall: 
 

(i) inform the defendant’s attorney, partner, and family members that they may prepare 
and submit on the defendant’s behalf a request for a sentence reduction pursuant to 
subsection (c)(1)(A) 

(ii) accept and process a request for sentence reduction that has been prepared and 
submitted on the defendant’s behalf by the defendant’s attorney, partner, or family 
member under clause (i); and 

(iii) upon request from the defendant or his attorney, partner, or family member, ensure 
that Bureau of Prisons employees assist the defendant in the preparation, drafting, and 
submission of a request for a sentence reduction pursuant to subsection (c)(1)(A). 

 
All RIS requests should be assessed using the factors outlined in Section 7.   
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4.  REQUESTS BASED ON NON-MEDICAL CIRCUMSTANCES – ELDERLY 
INMATES  
 
The criteria for a RIS request may include the following: 

a.  “New Law” Elderly Inmates.  Inmates sentenced for an offense that occurred on or after 
November 1, 1987 (e.g., “new law”), who are age 70 years or older and have served 30 years or 
more of their term of imprisonment.1 
 
b.  Elderly Inmates with Medical Conditions.  Inmates who fit the following criteria:  
 
■ Age 65 and older. 
■ Suffer from chronic or serious medical conditions related to the aging process. 
■ Experiencing deteriorating mental or physical health that substantially diminishes their 

ability to function in a correctional facility. 
■ Conventional treatment promises no substantial improvement to their mental or physical 

condition. 
■ Have served at least 50% of their sentence.   
 
Additionally, for inmates in this category, the BOP should consider the following factors when 
evaluating the risk that an elderly inmate may reoffend: 
 
■ The age at which the inmate committed the current offense. 
■ Whether the inmate suffered from these medical conditions at the time the inmate committed 

the offense.  
■ Whether the inmate suffered from these medical conditions at the time of sentencing and 

whether the Presentence Investigation Report (PSR) mentions these conditions. 
 
The BOP Medical Director will develop and issue medical criteria to help evaluate the inmate’s 
suitability for consideration under this RIS category. 
 
c.  Other Elderly Inmates.  Inmates age 65 or older who have served the greater of 10 years or 
75% of the term of imprisonment to which the inmate was sentenced.  
 
 
                                                           
1 These criteria are different from those provided in 18 U.S.C 3582(c)(1)(a)(ii), which states that a court, upon 
motion of the BOP Director, may reduce a sentence term if it finds that “the defendant is at least 70 years of age, 
has served at least 30 years in prison, pursuant to a sentence imposed under section 3559(c), for the offense or 
offenses for which the defendant is currently imprisoned, and a determination has been made by the Director of 
the Bureau of Prisons that the defendant is not a danger to the safety of any other person or the community, as 
provided under section 3142(g).”   
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Elderly inmates who were age 60 or older at the time they were sentenced ordinarily should not 
be considered for RIS if their current conviction is listed in the Categorization of Offenses 
Program Statement. 
 
All RIS requests should be assessed using the factors outlined in Section 7. 
 
5.  REQUESTS BASED ON NON-MEDICAL CIRCUMSTANCES – DEATH OR 
INCAPACITATION OF THE FAMILY MEMBER CAREGIVER. 
 
The criteria for a RIS request may include the death or incapacitation of the family member 
caregiver of an inmate’s child, e.g., RIS requests from inmates whose biological or legally 
adopted child or children (“child”) are suddenly without a family member caregiver due to that 
caregiver’s death or incapacitation. 
 
For these requests, “child” means a person under the age of 18 and “incapacitation” means the 
family member caregiver suffered a severe injury (e.g., auto accident) or suffers from a severe 
illness (e.g., cancer) that renders the caregiver incapable of caring for the child. 
 
In reviewing these requests, BOP should assess, based on the information provided, whether 
release of the inmate to care for the inmate’s child is in the best interest of the child. 
 
a.  First Stage of the Warden’s Review.  The following information should be provided by the 
inmate to the Warden in writing for RIS requests based on the death or incapacitation of the 
family member caregiver:  
 
■ A statement that explains that the inmate’s family member caregiver has died or become 

incapacitated and that person was the caregiver for the inmate’s biological or legally adopted 
child. 

■ A statement that this person was the only family member capable of caring for the inmate’s 
child. 

■ The name of the deceased or incapacitated family member caregiver and the relationship of 
that person to the inmate (e.g., spouse, common-law spouse, mother, sister) and statement 
that the caregiver is a family member of the child. 

■ For requests based on a deceased family member caregiver, an official copy of the family 
member caregiver’s death certificate. 

■ For requests based on an incapacitated family member caregiver, verifiable medical 
documentation of the incapacitation. 

■ Verifiable documentation that the inmate is the parent of the child.  Acceptable 
documentation includes birth certificates, adoption papers, or verification of the inmate’s 
paternity. 
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■ Verifiable documentation providing the name and age of the child. 
■ A clear statement and documentation that the inmate has a release plan, including housing, 

and the financial means to care for the child immediately upon the inmate’s release. 
■ Authorization from the inmate for the BOP to obtain any information or documents from any 

individual, medical entity or doctor, or any government agency about the inmate, family 
members, and minor child. 

 
The Warden may deny the inmate’s request at the institution level of review if the Warden finds 
that the inmate has not provided adequate information and documentation as set forth above.   
 
b.  Second Stage of the Warden’s Review.  Even if the inmate provides adequate and sufficient 
information and documentation set forth above regarding the RIS request, further investigation is 
appropriate.  At this stage, the Warden should convene a committee consisting of the inmate’s 
unit manager, correctional counselor, and any other relevant staff (social worker, physician, 
psychologist, etc.) to investigate the facts and circumstances provided by the inmate and to 
review supporting letters and documents before the Warden makes a recommendation to approve 
or deny the RIS request.  The additional information and supporting documentation gathered by 
the committee for the Warden’s review should include:  
 
■ A general description of the child’s physical and mental condition. 
■ A description of the nature of the child’s care both during the inmate’s pre-arrest and pre-

sentence period, and during the inmate’s current incarceration. 
■ Letters or documentation that the deceased/incapacitated family member was and still is the 

only family member caregiver capable of caring for the inmate’s minor child.  These letters 
or documentation should include:   

 
¾ Information indicating whether this family member was, in fact, caring for the child 

during the inmate’s incarceration and immediately prior to the family member’s death or 
incapacitation. 

¾ An explanation of who has been caring for the child since the family member’s death or 
incapacitation.  

¾ If the child is in foster care, documentation verifying that the inmate will be able to 
immediately obtain custody of the child.  

 
All RIS requests should be assessed using the factors outlined in Section 7 as well as the 
following factors.   
 
■ Has the inmate committed violent acts before or during the period of incarceration as 

reflected in the PSR, institutional disciplinary records, or other appropriate documentation? 
■ Did the inmate have drugs, drug paraphernalia, firearms, or other dangerous substances in the 

home while caring for the child prior to incarceration? 
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■ To what degree has the inmate had contact with or cared for the child prior to arrest, pretrial 

or pre-sentence, and during incarceration?  Staff should review institution records for 
evidence of contact (telephone, mail, email, visiting log, etc.). 

■ Is there any evidence of child abuse, neglect, or exploitation in the PSR or other documents? 
■ Are there any documents regarding the inmate’s parenting skills or obligations (e.g., child 

support orders, restraining orders for physical or emotional abuse of spouse, registered 
partner or children, certificates for classes in anger management or other types of counseling, 
removal of child from the home for any reasons)? 

■ Are there records regarding the termination of parental rights or loss of custody of the 
inmate’s (other) child?   

■ Does the inmate have a detainer as a deportable alien to a country other than where the child 
resides? 

■ Has the inmate received public funding or had a job with a living wage for any period of time 
prior to incarceration? 

■ Has the inmate engaged in programming (e.g., parenting, anger management) during 
incarceration that would indicate efforts to improve parenting skills or that would indicate a 
commitment to caring for the child upon release? 

 
Wardens should also consider any additional reliable documentation (e.g., letters of support from 
family members, neighbors, doctors, hospitals, and state or local agencies).  Documentation may 
be obtained with the assistance of the Office of Probation and Pretrial Services.  Wardens should 
also consider whether the inmate participated in the Inmate Financial Responsibility Program 
and any information relating to the inmate’s substance abuse treatment, physical/mental/ 
emotional health, and work evaluations during incarceration. 
 
The care of a child may be requested to be a condition of the inmate’s release to a supervised 
release term.  Thus, failure to care for the child may result in a finding of a supervised release 
violation and return to custody. 
 
6.  REQUESTS BASED ON NON-MEDICAL CIRCUMSTANCES – INCAPACITATION 
OF A SPOUSE OR REGISTERED PARTNER 
 
The criteria for a RIS request may include the incapacitation of an inmate’s spouse or registered 
partner when the inmate would be the only available caregiver for the spouse or registered 
partner. 
 
For these requests, “spouse” means an individual in a relationship with the inmate, where that 
relationship has been legally recognized as a marriage, including a legally-recognized common-
law marriage.  “Registered partner” means an individual in a relationship with the inmate, where 
that relationship has been legally recognized as a civil union or registered domestic partnership. 
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The relationship should have been established before the inmate’s offense date of arrest, and 
should be verified by information in the PSR or other administratively acceptable documentation 
(e.g. marriage certificate). 
 
For these requests, “incapacitation” means the inmate’s spouse or registered partner has: 
 
■ Suffered a serious injury, or a debilitating physical illness and the result of the injury or 

illness is that the spouse or registered partner is completely disabled, meaning that the spouse 
or registered partner cannot carry on any self-care and is totally confined to a bed or chair; or  

■ A severe cognitive deficit (e.g., Alzheimer’s disease or traumatic brain injury that has 
severely affected the spouse’s or registered partner’s mental capacity or function), but may 
not be confined to a bed or chair.  

 
For these requests, the inmate should demonstrate that the inmate is the only available caregiver 
for the spouse or registered partner, meaning there is no other family member or adequate care 
option that is able to provide primary care for the spouse or registered partner. 
 
a.  First Stage of the Warden’s Review.  The following information should be provided by the 
inmate to the Warden in writing for RIS requests based on the incapacitation of the spouse or 
registered partner:      
 
■ Statement that explains that the inmate’s spouse or registered partner has become 

incapacitated. 
■ Statement that the inmate is the only family member capable of caring for the spouse or 

registered partner. 
■ Verifiable medical documentation of the incapacitation of the spouse or registered partner. 
■ A clear statement and documentation of the inmate’s release plan, including housing, and the 

financial means to care for the spouse or registered partner immediately upon release. 
■ Written authorization from the inmate and others (as needed) for the BOP to obtain any 

information or documents from any individual, medical entity or doctor, or any government 
agency about the inmate, the spouse or registered partner, or other family members. 

 
The Warden may deny the inmate’s request at the institution level of review if the Warden finds 
that the inmate has not provided adequate information and documentation as set forth above.   
 
b.  Second Stage of the Warden’s Review.  Even if the inmate provides adequate and sufficient 
information and documentation set forth above regarding the RIS request, further investigation is 
appropriate.  At this stage, the Warden should convene a committee consisting of the inmate’s 
unit manager, correctional counselor and any other relevant staff (social worker, physician, 
psychologist, etc.) to investigate the facts and circumstances provided by the inmate and to 
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review supporting letters and documents before the Warden makes a recommendation to approve 
or deny the RIS request.  The information and supporting documentation gathered by the 
committee for the Warden’s review should include:  
 
■ A general description of the spouse’s or registered partner’s physical and mental condition. 
■ A description of the nature of the spouse’s or registered partner’s care, as relevant, during the 

inmate’s pre-arrest and pre-sentence period, and during the inmate’s current incarceration. 
■ Letters or documentation indicating whether the inmate is the only family member caregiver 

capable of caring for the spouse or registered partner.  This should include an explanation of 
who has been caring for the spouse or registered partner during the inmate’s period of 
incarceration, as relevant. 

■ Letters or documentation indicating the spouse or registered partner is, or would be, 
supportive of the inmate’s release, and of the inmate assuming the role of the primary 
caregiver. 

 
All RIS requests should be assessed using the factors outlined in Section 7 as well as the 
following factors.   
 
■ Has the inmate committed violent acts before or during the period of incarceration, as 

reflected in the PSR, institution disciplinary records, or other appropriate documentation? 
■ To what extent would the inmate and spouse or registered partner be relying on publicly 

available resources (e.g., financial or medical) to provide care to the spouse or registered 
partner? 

■ Has the inmate ever been charged with, or convicted of, a crime of domestic violence? 
■ Did the inmate share a residence with the spouse or registered partner prior to the period of 

incarceration? 
■ Did the inmate have drugs, drug paraphernalia, firearms, or other dangerous substances in the 

home shared with the spouse or registered partner prior to incarceration?  
■ To what degree has the inmate had contact with (or cared for) the spouse or registered partner 

prior to arrest, pretrial or pre-sentence, and during incarceration?  Staff should review 
institution records for evidence of contact (telephone, mail, email, visiting log, etc.). 

■ Is there any evidence of abuse or neglect involving the spouse or registered partner in the 
PSR or other documents? 

■ Are there any documents regarding the inmate’s custodial skills or obligations (e.g., child 
support orders, restraining orders for physical or emotional abuse of spouse or registered 
partner or children, certificates for classes in anger management or other types of counseling, 
removal of children from the home for any reasons)? 

■ Does the inmate have a detainer as a deportable alien to a country other than where the 
spouse or registered partner resides? 

■ Has the inmate received public funding or had a job with a living wage for any period of time 
prior to incarceration? 
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■ Has the inmate engaged in programming (e.g., anger management, financial responsibility 
program) during incarceration that would indicate efforts to improve custodial skills and/or 
that would indicate a commitment to the inmate’s spouse or registered partner upon release? 

 
Wardens should also consider any additional reliable documentation (e.g., letters of support from 
family members, neighbors, doctors, hospitals, and state or local agencies).  Documentation may 
be obtained with the assistance of the Office of Probation and Pretrial Services.   
 
The care of the spouse or registered partner may be requested to be a condition of the inmate’s 
release to a supervised release term.  Thus, failure to care for the spouse or registered partner 
may result in a finding of a supervised release violation and return to custody. 
 
7.  FACTORS AND EVALUATION OF CIRCUMSTANCES IN RIS REQUESTS  
 
For all RIS requests, the following factors should be considered: 
 
■ Nature and circumstances of the inmate’s offense. 
■ Criminal history. 
■ Comments from victims. 
■ Unresolved detainers. 
■ Supervised release violations. 
■ Institutional adjustment. 
■ Disciplinary infractions. 
■ Personal history derived from the PSR. 
■ Length of sentence and amount of time served.  This factor is considered with respect to 

proximity to release date or Residential Reentry Center (RRC) or home confinement date. 
■ Inmate’s current age. 
■ Inmate’s age at the time of offense and sentencing. 
■ Inmate’s release plans (employment, medical, financial). 
■ Whether release would minimize the severity of the offense. 
 
When reviewing RIS requests, these factors are neither exclusive nor weighted.  These factors 
should be considered to assess whether the RIS request presents particularly extraordinary and 
compelling circumstances. 
 
Overall, for each RIS request, the BOP should consider whether the inmate’s release would pose 
a danger to the safety of any other person or the community.   
 
8.  APPROVAL OF REQUEST 
 
§571.62 Approval of request. 
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a.  The Bureau of Prisons makes a motion under 18 U.S.C. 4205(g) or 3582(c)(1)(A) 
only after review of the request by the Warden, the General Counsel, and either 
the Medical Director for medical referrals or the Assistant Director, Correctional 
Programs Division for non-medical referrals, and with the approval of the 
Director, Bureau of Prisons. 
 
(1) The Warden shall promptly review a request for consideration under 18 U.S.C. 
4205(g) or 3582(c)(1)(A).  If the Warden, upon an investigation of the request 
determines that the request warrants approval, the Warden shall refer the matter 
in writing with recommendation to the Office of General Counsel. 
 
The Warden’s referral at a minimum must include the following: 
 
a. The Warden’s written recommendation as well as any other pertinent written recommendations 
or comments made by staff during the institution review of the request. 
 
b.  A complete copy of Judgment and Commitment Order or Judgment in a Criminal Case and  
sentence computation data. 
 
c. A progress report that is not more than 30 days old.  All detainers and holds should be resolved 
prior to the Warden’s submission of a case under 18 U.S.C. 3582 (c)(1)(A) or 4205(g).  If a 
pending charge or detainer cannot be resolved, an explanation of the charge or conviction status is 
needed. 
 
d.  All pertinent medical records if the reason for the request involves the inmate’s health. 
Pertinent records include, at a minimum, a Comprehensive Medical Summary by the attending 
physician, which should also include an estimate of life expectancy, and all relevant test results, 
consultations, and referral reports/opinions. 
 
e. The referral packet must include, when available, a copy of the Presentence Investigation and 
Form U.S.A. 792, Report on Convicted Offender by U.S. Attorney, Custody Classification form, 
Notice of Action forms, Probation form 7a, information on fines, CIM Case Information 
Summary (BP-A0339), and any other documented information that is pertinent to the request.  In 
the absence of a Form U.S.A. 792, the views of the prosecuting Assistant U.S. Attorney may be 
solicited; those views should be made part of the Warden’s referral memo. 
 
f. If the inmate is subject to the Victim and Witness Protection Act of 1982 (VWPA), 
confirmation of notification to the appropriate victim(s) or witness(es) must be incorporated into 
the Warden’s referral. A summary of any comments received must also be incorporated into the 
referral. If the inmate is not subject to the VWPA, a statement to that effect must be in the 
referral. 
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g. For a request under 18 U.S.C. 3582(c)(1)(A), when a term of supervised release follows the 
term of imprisonment, confirmation that release plans have been approved by the appropriate U.S. 
Probation Office must be included in the referral.  If the inmate will be released to an area 
outside the sentencing district, the U.S. Probation Office assuming supervision must be contacted. 
If no supervision follows the term of imprisonment, release plans must still be developed. 
 
h.  The development of release plans must include, at a minimum, a place of residence and the 
method of financial support, and may require coordination with various segments of the 
community, such as hospices, the Department of Veterans Affairs or veterans’ groups, Social 
Security Administration, welfare agencies, local medical organizations, or the inmate’s family. 
 
i. Because there is no final agency decision until the Director has reviewed the request, staff at any 
level may not contact the sentencing judge or solicit the judge’s opinion through other officers of 
the court. 
 
(2) If the General Counsel determines that the request warrants approval, the 
General Counsel shall solicit the opinion of either the Medical Director or the 
Assistant Director, Correctional Programs Division depending upon the nature of 
the basis for the request.  With this opinion, the General Counsel shall forward 
the entire matter to the Director, Bureau of Prisons, for final decision. 
 
 
(3) If the Director, Bureau of Prisons, grants a request under 18 U.S.C. 4205(g), 
the Director will contact the U.S. Attorney in the district in which the inmate was 
sentenced regarding moving the sentencing court on behalf of the Bureau of 
Prisons to reduce the minimum term of the inmate’s sentence to time served.  If 
the Director, Bureau of Prisons, grants a request under 18 U.S.C. 3582(c)(1)(A), 
the Director will contact the U.S. Attorney in the district in which the inmate was 
sentenced regarding moving the sentencing court on behalf of the Director of the 
Bureau of Prisons to reduce the inmate’s term of imprisonment to time served. 
 
b.  Upon receipt of notice that the sentencing court has entered an order granting 
the motion under 18 U.S.C. 4205(g), the Warden of the institution where the 
inmate is confined shall schedule the inmate for hearing on the earliest Parole 
Commission docket. 
 
Institution staff prepare an amended Sentence Data Summary for use at this hearing. Staff provide 
a copy of the most recent progress report to the Parole Commission. 
 
Upon receipt of notice that the sentencing court has entered an order granting the 
motion under 18 U.S.C. 3582(c)(1)(A), the Warden of the institution where the 
inmate is confined shall release the inmate forthwith. 
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c.  In the event the basis of the request is the medical condition of the inmate, 
staff shall expedite the request at all levels. 
 
A request for an expedited review permits the review process to be expedited, but does not lessen 
the requirement that documentation be provided. 
 
9.  DENIAL OF REQUEST 
 
§571.63 Denial of request. 
 
a.  When an inmate’s request is denied by the Warden, the inmate will receive 
written notice and a statement of reasons for the denial.  The inmate may appeal 
the denial through the Administrative Remedy Procedure (28 CFR part 542, 
subpart B). 
 
b.  When an inmate’s request for consideration under 18 U.S.C. 4205(g) or 
3582(c)(1)(A) is denied by the General Counsel, the General Counsel shall provide 
the inmate with a written notice and statement of reasons for the denial.  This 
denial constitutes a final administrative decision. 
 
c. When the Director, Bureau of Prisons, denies an inmate’s request, the Director 
shall provide the inmate with a written notice and statement of reasons for the 
denial within 20 workdays after receipt of the referral from the Office of General 
Counsel.  A denial by the Director constitutes a final administrative decision. 
 
d.  Because a denial by the General Counsel or Director, Bureau of Prisons, 
constitutes a final administrative decision, an inmate may not appeal the denial 
through the Administrative Remedy Procedure. 
 
Under 18 USC 3582 (c) (1), an inmate may file a request for a reduction in sentence with the 
sentencing court after receiving a BP-11 response under subparagraph (a), the denial from the 
General Counsel under subparagraph (d), or the lapse of 30 days from the receipt of such a 
request by the Warden of the inmate’s facility, whichever is earlier. 
 
10.  INELIGIBLE OFFENDERS 
 
§571.64  Ineligible offenders. 
 
The Bureau of Prisons has no authority to initiate a request under 18 U.S.C. 
4205(g) or 3582(c)(1)(A) on behalf of state prisoners housed in Bureau of Prisons 
facilities or D.C. Code offenders confined in federal institutions.  The Bureau of 
Prisons cannot initiate such a motion on behalf of federal offenders who  
committed their offenses prior to November 1, 1987, and received non- parolable 
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sentences. 
11.  TRACKING REDUCTION IN SENTENCE REQUESTS 
 
To ensure consistent handling and documentation of RIS requests, Wardens must identify a staff 
member to serve as an institution RIS Coordinator (IRC) and an alternate.  The principal 
responsibility of the IRC is to receive and document RIS requests and other RIS-related 
information in the RIS electronic tracking database.   
 
For each RIS request, the following information is entered into the RIS tracking database by the 
IRC: 
 
■ Inmate’s full name. 
■ Federal register number. 
■ Date of birth and age. 
■ Institution. 
■ Date RIS request received by institution. 
■ Reason for RIS request. 
■ Whether staff assisted the inmate with submitting the RIS request. 
■ Whether the request was submitted by a third party (attorney, partner, family member). 
■ Disposition of request (e.g., approval or denial). 
■ Reason for disposition. 
■ Date of disposition of request.  
 
At the Central Office (CO) level, information regarding RIS requests is entered into the database 
by RIS Coordinators in the Office of General Counsel, the Health Services Division, and the 
Correctional Programs Division.  The following information is entered into the RIS tracking 
database by CO staff: 
 
■ Date RIS request received by CO. 
■ Director’s final decision. 

 
12. ANNUAL REPORT 

 
Under 18 U.S.C. § 3582 (d)(3), not later than December 21, 2019, and once every year 
thereafter, the Director of the Bureau of Prisons shall submit to the Committee on the Judiciary 
of the Senate and the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives a report on 
requests for sentence reductions pursuant to subsection (c)(1)(A), which shall include a 
description of, for the previous year— 

(A) the number of prisoners granted and denied sentence reductions, categorized by the criteria 
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relied on as the grounds for a reduction in sentence; 

(B) the number of requests initiated by or on behalf of prisoners, categorized by the criteria 
relied on as the grounds for a reduction in sentence; 

(C) the number of requests that Bureau of Prisons employees assisted prisoners in drafting, 
preparing, or submitting, categorized by the criteria relied on as the grounds for a reduction in 
sentence, and the final decision made in each request; 

(D) the number of requests that attorneys, partners, or family members submitted on a 
defendant’s behalf, categorized by the criteria relied on as the grounds for a reduction in 
sentence, and the final decision made in each request; 

(E) the number of requests approved by the Director of the Bureau of Prisons, categorized by the 
criteria relied on as the grounds for a reduction in sentence; 

(F) the number of requests denied by the Director of the Bureau of Prisons and the reasons given 
for each denial, categorized by the criteria relied on as the grounds for a reduction in sentence; 

(G) for each request, the time elapsed between the date the request was received by the warden 
and final decision, categorized by the criteria relied on as the grounds for a reduction in sentence; 

(H) for each request, the number of prisoners who died while their request was pending and, for 
each, the amount of time that had elapsed between the date the request was received by the 
Bureau of Prisons, categorized by the criteria relied on as the grounds for a reduction in 
sentence; 

(I) the number of Bureau of Prisons notifications to attorneys, partners, and family members of 
their right to visit a terminally ill defendant as required under paragraph (2)(A)(ii) and, for each, 
whether a visit occurred and how much time elapsed between the notification and the visit; 

(J) the number of visits to terminally ill prisoners that were denied by the Bureau of Prisons due 
to security or other concerns, and the reasons given for each denial; and 

(K) the number of motions filed by defendants with the court after all administrative rights to 
appeal a denial of a sentence reduction had been exhausted, the outcome of each motion, and the 
time that had elapsed between the date the request was first received by the Bureau of Prisons 
and the date the defendant filed the motion with the court. 
 
13.  ACA AGENCY ACCREDITATION PROVISIONS 
 
None. 
 
REFERENCES 
 
Directives Referenced 
P5162.05 Categorization of Offenses (3/16/09) 
 
Federal Regulations 
■ Rules cited in this Program Statement are contained in 28 CFR 571.60 through 571.64. 
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■ Rules referenced in this Program Statement are contained in 28 CFR 542.10 through 542.16 
and 572.40. 

 
U.S. Code Referenced 
■ Title 18, United States Code, Section 4205(g). 
■ Title 18, United States Code, Section 3582. 
 
BOP Forms 
BP-A0339 CIM Case Information Summary 
BP-A0192 Release of Information Consent 
 
 
Records Retention Requirements 
Requirements and retention guidance for records and information applicable to this program 
are available in the Records and Information Disposition Schedule (RIDS) system on Sallyport. 
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TIMOTHY BROWN, MYLES HANNIGAN, 
and ANTHONY HALL, 
 
 Petitioners, 
 

v. 
 
SEAN MARLER, 
 
 Respondent. 
 

 
 
 
 
 No. 2:20-cv-01914 
 

 
DECLARATION OF DAWN NECHUPAS, LEGAL ASSISTANT 

 
 I, DAWN NECHUPAS, hereby declare and state as follows: 

1. I am a Legal Assistant employed by the United States Department of Justice, 

Federal Bureau of Prisons (“BOP”), Federal Detention Center (“FDC”) in Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania. I have held this position since November 2019. In my official capacity, I have 

access to most records maintained in the ordinary course of business at the BOP, including 

records maintained in the BOP computerized database known as SENTRY.  I have access to 

numerous records regarding federal prisoners maintained in the ordinary course of business in the 

BOP.  This information includes, but is not limited to, computerized records maintained on the 

Bureau of Prisons computerized data base, SENTRY. 

2. I submit this declaration in connection with Respondents’ response to Petitioners’ 

habeas corpus petition.   

3. In the ordinary course of business, the Bureau of Prisons maintains computerized 

indexes of all administrative remedy requests and appeals filed by inmates so that rapid 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this date I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing 

motion to dismiss the petition and class action complaint to be filed electronically with 

the Court and the document is available for viewing and downloading from the ECF 

System. Electronic service of the Notice of Electronic Case Filing generated by the ECF 

System constitutes service of the filed documents on all parties who have consented to 

electronic service.  

 
/s Landon Y. Jones III   
Landon Y. Jones III 
Assistant United States Attorney 

Dated: April 20, 2020 
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